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JffY LIFE

THE DEATH ROLL

FIRE THREATENS LANDES

COMMERCIAL GOLF COURSE

TEN KILLED, 40 HURT IN DEVON
FIREWORKS EXPLOSION

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
RAMBLING AT RANDOM

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

Mrs. Amanda Schweitzer, of New
Firemen Attend Norristown Meeting
Berlinville,
has a rare plant in the
The
Trappe
Fire
Company
was
rep
Three terrific explosions at the
Plans for establishing a commer
Fire which started from a gasoline
form of a lily. The stem is over four
resented
at
the
annual
meeting
of
plant
of
the
Pennsylvania
Fireworks
torch, being used by an employee, cial golf course in Collegeville are
the Montgomery County Firemen’s feet high. The lily, a dark red, meas
well under way following a meeting Display Company, Inc., at Devon,
April showers bring May flowers.
threatened the entire group of build
Association
at City Hall, Norris ures from 15 to 18 inches, and the
of the Organization Committee of the Thursday morning killed ten employ
town, on Saturday evening by these spike or stem of the lily is 18 inches
ings of the I. C. and M. C. Landes Perkiomen Valley Golf Association at ees, injured more than forty men 'and
This is the season of the year -\yhen
garage -at Yerkes at 11.30 a. m., Wed the Valley Forge Hotel, Norristown. women and rocked homes within a “downright laziness" is passed off as men: Frank-Smull, Adam Weaver, high or long. The stem of the plant
Aldis Weaver, D. W. Shuler, H. H. and of the lily combined is a few
nesday morning.
The Collegeville The new course will be lkid out on the radius of twenty miles in one of the “spring fever.”
Stearly, S. Walter Stearly, Albert inches over six feet.
worst
explosions
in
the
history
of
Fire Company responded to the alarm former Charles Hughes farm in the
Bergey,
Earl Brunner, Harold Alle
Albert D. Christman was appointed
eastern Pennsylvania.
The present weather must be rather
and succeeded in getting the flames West End.
bach,
Morgan
Casselberry,
Ernest
fire
chief at the monthly meeting of
The plant, which was ori a seven-acre cool for the baseball players (and
The Committee that has passed
under control. Mont Clare, Oaks and
Pennepacker, Marvin Undercuffler, the Mont Clare Fire Company filling
Trappe companies also responded and upon all details to date and will con plot near the- Devon station, was de others) just home from Florida!
and Hiram Bucher.
the vacancy caused by the resignation
helped in the work with their streams. tinue to guide the development of the molished and sections of buildings
of James Hinkle, who was moved to
Rubber
overshoes
for
airplanes
in
Trappe Scouts at Camp Demont
The fire started in the machine shop project consists, of the following were shattered in homes miles distant,
Pottsville. Richard Reilly was chosen
sleety
weather
is
probably
the
latest
were
shattred
in
homes
miles
distant.
Scoutmaster
Ray
Hagenbuch
and
and store room at the extreme north members: Thomas Hallman, Edwin
assistant fire chief.
thing
in
“gums”.
Assistant Robert Pease accompanied
end of the plant. The ceiling of a Johnson, Horace Saylor, Ralph Gra- A fierce fire followed th e explosions,
Thieves forced an entrance to the
these Boy Scouts to Camp Delmont;
partitioned room, the loft and roof her, J. T. Ebert, Wm. McAllister, all one which swept with a great inten
bottling
works of Joseph Filoromo,
The
three
blasts
of
the
Devon
fire
near
Green
Lane,
where
they
spent
above were gutted and automobjles of Collegeville; A. L.' Aderton, James sity over the wreckage so swiftly as
and parts stored there damaged. The C. Trostle, Harrisburg; Bayard M. to make utterly impossible- any ef works factory explosion were plainly the week end in Bell Field House: Coatesville, used a sledge hammer to
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
477 Washington Street, Dorchester, Mass.
loss is estimated at approximately Hedrick, J. Randolph Hedrick, Phoe- fort to fight it. Sane heads had diffi felt here. This terrible catastrophe Peter Kutra, Walter Linderman, smash the safe and stole about $16.
will be something for the “old boys” Lloyd Eckhart, Richard Taylor, EuBogus $10 and $20 hills are in cir
Joseph Campbell, a former resi $2000. Water was pumped from the nixville; Henry W. Mathieu, Ralph culty keeping weteping relatives of fifty years from now to talk about.
geen Mollier, William Mayew, War culation in Phoenixville.
f************************** dent of Collegeville, died Saturday creek by the firemen. Smoke filled the Wismer, Trappe; C. L. Johnson, victims out of the cauldron/
Mrs. Margaret Schultz, CarbonGreat quantities of aerial bombs
And maybe the traffic at Devon on ren Walters Jr., Clyde Miller, Harold dale’s oldest resident, was 97 years old
TOWN NOTES AND COMMENT at his home, 1385 Queen street, Potts other buildings in the group and for Washington, D. C. Officers of the As
Zollers
and
Cyril
Donahue.
a
time
fire
threatened
the'
entire
plant.
were
released
in
the
blasts,
and
for
a
sociation
are
Thoriias
Hallman,
Chair
Sunday wasn't “heavy.” It seemed as
town. He is survived by Mrs. Camp
BY DOROTHY U.
last week. She is still active and as
man; Edwin Johnson, Secretary; few minutes the air was filled with if everybody who owned an automo
Keystone Grange Meeting
i sists her daughter with housework."
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * bell. Funeral Wednesday afternoon.
parachutes
from
some
of
the
bombs.
bile was there. Autos were as thick
Interment in West Laurel Hill ceme BOY SCOUT TRIP TO FRANKLIN Henry W. Mathieu, Treasurer.
At the April meeting of Keystone
Daniel F. McGee, of Bridgeport,
Fire Co. Supper Clears $755.77
A splendid site, stated by golf ex One bomb landed in the kitchen of a as flies in a pig pen during the dog Grange a highly r^fresentative num who had both legs amputated in a
tery.
nearby
house
in
which
Jimmy
Long:
COUNTY
OYER
WEEK
END
The Fire Company has an an
perts to be ideal for golf purposes,
days.
ber of members responded to roll call hospital, because of an accident in the
Katie, wife of John L. Johnson, of
nouncement to make. To date the
The following Boy Scouts of the has been chosen. The location lies a negro boy, was eating breakfast.
and 'the question, “What Vegetable
President Hoover and his “prosper, Do You Like Best?” Mrs. Elwood Downingtown yards of the Reading
total receipts of the recent roast beef near Lederach, died from a complica Collegeville Troop enjoyed a delight within the borough limits of College He was picked up in the back yard,
Company, died Sunday afternoon. Mc
where
he
landed.
He
was
severely
ity”
talk
reminds
us
of
the
bird
who
tion
of
ailments,
aged
55
years.
She
supper have been $1029.70 including
ful motor trip to Franklin county ville. A thorough study of the finan.
Tyson then read a paper on “Things
stands out in the middle of the creek Farmers’ Wives Gan Raise in Their Gee, a brakeman, was jolted from the
cash donations of $546 with some de is survived by her, husband, a son over the week-end: Leon Godshall, cial possibilities of commercial or battered and bruised. .
top of- a box car and fell under the
Most of the dead and injured were on a cold, windy day, covered with
linquents still responding. The ex Charles, at home,-three brothers, John Joseph Essig, Gerald'"Godshall, Har “pay-as-you-play” courses has been
Gardens and Sell at Value” to which wheels.
among
the
employees
in
the
plant,
“goose
pimples”
and
his
teeth
chat
G.
Keyser,
of
Skippack;
Garret
G.
penditures for the supper have
old Weber, Freeland Cornish, George made and the members of the com
Adam M. Hiltebeitel answered in a
amounted to $273.93 which leaves a Keyser, Lederach, and Nathan G. Key Smith, Ralph Graber, Samuel Lesher, mittee are confident that money inves and some were passersby. For hours tering a regular tatoo who insists on talk on “The Value of the Farm Gar DROWNED IN SHALLOW WATER
it
was
impossible
to
identify
the
vic
yelling
to
those
on
the
.shore,
“Come
net profit at this time of $755.77. The ser, of Jlouderton. and a sfoter, Mrs. | ^ k x ‘ c^w sonr George" Moyer, 'Ken ted in the Collegeville course will re
den.” Howard Ziegler gave an inter
Reposing face downward in a shal
on in the water is fine.”
returns from the sale of tickets in Susan Kerr, Souderton, The funeral neth Moyer, Robert Moyer, Raymond turn excellent dividends. To College tims.
esting talk on “Electric Appliances,”
Scenes of indescribable horror pre
low stream the lifeless body of George
outside districts have not all been was held on Sunday, April 6, from her Price, David Allebach, Walter Angel, ville the committee believe there will
Mrs.
Harry
Shainline
read
a
poem
on
“Here’s
to
the
the
Ameican
hen—
settled. This will increase the amount late residence. Services and inter Gerald .McCarraher, Virgil Sommers, be additional community returns that vailed in the entire district. Here a may her son never set.” Last year “Public Sale” and songs, “Sowing Beres, 53, of Howard street, Stowe,
was found Saturday. The gruesome
somewhat and it is hoped that still ment at the Lower Salford Mennonite Harold Gensler, Jack Freed. The cannot be ignored by any resident of hand, there a mangled foot, or a piece
eye of the searcher. the American hen produced 45,600 Seed” and “The Song of the Good discovery was made by a woman who
more cash donations will be paid. church.
drivers were Joel Francis, Scoutmas this section. Such projects in similar of leg met thepouring
Old
Plow”
were
sung
by
the
grangers.
from burning I eggs per minute. The net income
resides near Estreicher’s row, which
These can be given tp chairman Rushter Charles Smedley, Jr., Herman communities have meant increased Smoke was
from poultry was close to a billion At the business session a pleasing re is close to the scene of the tragedy.
ong at any time up to May first. This
LARGE ORDER FOR LEE
Pundt, Clayton Regar, and Richard business, favorable advertising and buildings, and confusion reigned.
Numerous homes, factories and gar and a quarter dollars, exceeding by port was made by the ladies of the The water in the stream is only six
is the finest report for the Fire Com
augmented real estate values. These
Allebach.
MOTOR COMPANY
ages
located near the fireworks plant far that of wheat, corn, oats and to Grange, who served a roast beef sup inches in depth at that point. Beres
pany in many years. The cash dona
The party left on Friday afternoon advantages together with the provid
per to seventy-five members of the was lying face downward, the rest of
The Lee Motor Company, College for a camp far away from civilization. ing of first-class recreational facil were damaged to the extent of many bacco.
tions have been larger than ever be
Montgomery County Cow Testing As
the body being on a steep bank lead
fore. If you are one of the forgetful ville, has received from the Coast The weather was colder in the woods ities commend this proposition to all thousands of dollars.
The huge trucks of the Boyertown sociation, the week previous.
The
severity
of
the
explosions
were
Guard
Headquarters
of
the
Treasury
ing down to the creek. It is thought
ones, don’t fail to give -your. money
Casket. Company, loaded high with
and some of the boys have decided citizens and their friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Schrack he struck his head against a rock in
just the same. It is greatly needed Department, Washington, D. C., an or that “next time” they will take warm
To assure the preliminary financing caused “by large quantities of finish caskets and drawing loaded trailers,
for- the new apparatus which has been der for the conversion of 12 Liberty er clothing and more blankets. Early among those who will benefit most, ed bombs and other fieworks and also are a familiar sight on their daily entertained Mr. and Mi's. Alexander the bed of the creek.
motors to serve the requirements of Saturday, morning the boys hiked up the opportunity to subscribe for units large quantities of black powder stor trips thru town. Many of these cas Austin and daughters Camille and
purchased.
The following members of the Gol- the Coast Guard service. The outlook a mountain a riiile and a half high. of preferred and eommon stock will be ed on the premises” according to the kets havs furnished the last resting Isabelle, of Vineland, New Jersey, on
HOTEL CHEF TURNED THIEF
legeville Fire Company attended the for the Lee Motor Company was never They crossed the top and returned to given to a limited number in this sec finding of a Coroner's jury.: It is be places for famous men. Ex-President Sunday.
Recently Joseph Moore, chef a t the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tyson and Mr. Hotel Skippack, Skippackville, con
annual meeting of the .Montgomery brighter, never more , encouraging camp, making about an eight-mile tion. To date, it is stated, the Re lieved that the primary cause of the William H. Taft, Edward Bok and Ed
County Firemen's Association at Nor than at present. The Company’s air hike.
sponse has been very good although disaster was the use of open jet gas win Albee were buried in the finest and Mrs. Paul Tyson, of Philadelphia, ducted by Monroe Tyson, stole $98 in
ristown on Saturday evening: Ammon plane and boat motors are sure win
Sunday morning Joel Francis, as no intensive effort has been made. It stoves in the plant for heating pur cast bronze Boyertown caskets. The visited Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Tyson and cash and then went to I. A. Reiff’s
^ _______
Ludwig, Jacob Buckwalter, Charles H. ners.
Duke of Oporto of Portugal and Dr. family on Saturday.
sistant scoutmaster, taught the Sun is necessary, the committee state, for poses.
garage nearby, where he stole a 1929
Tragic Scenes
Smedley, Horace Keyser and Samuel
Sim Yat Sen, the Geo. Washington
Mrs. Malvina Mathieu and grand Studebaker sedan and absconded.
day School lesson and at about ten all those interested in the future pro
Among
the
many
tragic
scenes
LIONS CLUB MEETING *
Harley.
of China, were buried in Boyertown daughter Jean Mathieu spent the
thirty the campers left for home. On gress of the valley and surroundinjg
Mr. and Mrs. Tyson were not aware
caused by the horrible explosion were: products. So have a number of gang week end with Mr. and Mrs. Herman of the robbery until the morning after
A meeting of the Collegeville Lions their way Clayton Regar, Virgil Som communities to subscribe as liberally
Mrs Wm. McAllister In Hospital
In
one
of
the
homes
across
the
as possible to insure bringing this im
land’s celebrities. In the movie world W. Mathieu, of Wilmington, Dela when Mrs.' Tyson found the cigar box
Mrs. William McAllister has had a Club was held at the Freeland mers, ^Harold Gensler, Jack Freed and portant project to this area.
road from the plant, a bathtub was the late Rudolph Valentino was bur ware.
minus $98 in the bathroom and learn
serious operation performed at the House, Tuesday evening. The speaker Gerald McCarraher decided to drive
blown through the wall of the bath ied iri a specially built gold plated
Mr. Wayne Pearson and Miss May ed that Moore was missing. Moore
was J. Russell Craig, the Pennsyl down to Washington to see the cherry
Jefferson Hospital, Philadelphia.
room,
into
an
adjoining
bedroom,
and
casket and Houdini, the man of mag Pearson spent Sunday at the home of is still at large. ,The money box was
This group was detained “JING” JOHNSON NEW GRAD.
vania Indemnity Corporation’s repre blossoms.
a piano downstairs in the living room ic, not only had his trick caskets made Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kulp, of Royers stolen from under the Tyson’s bed
A large number of local people mo sentative, of Philadelphia, who discus by a severe storm in Washington and
MGR. ATHLETICS AT URSINUS was deposited in the kitchen.
tored to the scene of the pevon ex- sed the causes and prevention of auto did not get back to town until Mon
in Boyertown but was buried in one
while they were asleep.
A man and woman were walking of the company’s finest products when ford.
■plosion on Sunday.
Russell C. “Jing” Johnson, foriner
mobile accidents. He attributed motor day noon. The rest of the boys ar
Dr.
Edwin
P.
Tait
is
lecturing
be
Mrs. Willard Lenhart gave a birth car accidents on the highways to four rived home at about six thirty Sunday big league‘baseball- star, has been along the Old Lancaster pike, beside he died.
EVANSBURG NEWS
fore State Optometrical Societies in
day dinner to surprise her husband causes: Selfishness, Ignorance, Care evening. It was agreed that this was named successor to W. W. Bancroft the plant. The explosion ripped every
New York city and Baltimore, Mary
Fishing
in
the
Perkiomen
creekat
stitch
of
clothing
off
both,
and
two
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Hagner,
on Wednesday evening. The guests lessness and Recklessness and elabor a most successful trip and thanks is as graduate manager of athletics at
writing is “no good.” We know land, this week.
Jesse C. Wanner, Sr., and Walter
were Mr. and Mrs. George Newton, ated on them in a very thoughtful, due to efficient leaders for their re Ursinus College. The appointment missiles struck the man in the back, this
—we tried it. And all the neighbors
Mr. and Mrs. Leidy Sacks and fam Taylor motored to Reading where
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Rodenbaugh, practical, and most interesting man sponsibility in conducting the scouts was made at a meeting of the college felling him.
The blasts set all automatic signals saw us come home ' (empty handed) ily, Mrs. H. D. Griffith and Mr. Al they were guests at the home of C.
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Paine of ner. As to the prevention of acci on a never-to-be-forgotten campirig Board of Control on Thursday.
and gave us the merry razz—even if bert Griffith, of Glenside, were the
Norristown.
Johnson, whose home is in Parker- on the Pennsylvania Railroad tracks we did sneak in over the hack lots. Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. N. C. LeRoy Wanner.
dents, Mr. Craig was equally lucid and trip.
in
that
area
at
danger,
immediately
John H. Cesselberry surveyed an
ford, is a graduate of: the class of
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Fry and Miss suggestive in his remarks. Among the
A few catfish have been caught this Schatz.
acre of ground on the farm of Kauff
1916 at Ursinus. Since th at time he halting all traffic on the line. Train spring but the suckers (the kind you
O. OF I. A. LADIES SURPRISE
Helen Fry, of Philadelphia, were the guests present was Mr. C. H. Fox, of
Mr. Oscar R. Pease returning from man and Thomas for William P. Hag
has remained constantly in the lime men were notified to ignore them and fish for) have not been biting.
Sunday guests of Mrs. Emily Lach- Lansdowne. There was a large at
MEMBERS OF ORDER
be guided by hand signals until the
a winter’s stay in Orlando, Florida, is ner, which he purchased for a building
light
as
*
a
first
class
diamond
per
tendance
of
members
of
the
Club,
and
man.
On Thursday evening, April 3, the former. He was a member of Con automatic ones were reset. Every
Some one inquired, “Is your hus spending the week at the home of his lot.
Mrs. D. H. Bartman and Mr. Dan much enthusiasm was in evidence.
Mrs. Kathryn Gheer, of Williams
members of Benevolent Council No. nie Mack’s Athletics on two occasions. window in a passenger train which band letting his mustache grow?” son and daughter-in-law, Rev. and
iel Walt are on jury duty in Norris
25 of Evansburg were greatly sur His baseball career, however, was ab was passing Devon a t the time was The wife replied, “No! He is not Mrs. Homer D. Pease and family. He port, spent several days visiting at
town this week.
will return to iris home at Clark Sum the home of her neice, Mrs. A. W.
WILL BUILD NEW HOME
prised at the close of their regular ruptly terminated a year ago, when shattered.
On Saturday evening Dr. arid Mrs.
In the ruins of one building a work letting it grow—I am letting him mit next week.
Jury.
meeting to have about 35 wives and he Was ordered to refrain from the
Frank
Clark
has
broken
ground
for
grow
it.”
Russell Hunsberger were hosts at din
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Miller and
Miss Marion Hunsicker has return
lady friends walk in on them with diamond pastime due to a bad heart. man was found standing in a corner
a
bungalow
adjoining
the
home
of
his
ner and bridge to Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
A headline in the Philadelphia .family entertained Mr. John G. T. ed to her home in Creamery after
bundles and packages galore. After His appointement came as a surprise with one arm and shoulder ripped off
father-in-law’s
Chris.
M.
Plush,
on
the
McAllister, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
and a great hole in his back, dead,
Record reads, “Negro Enumerator Miller and Miss Anna Miller, of Phil spending six weeks at the home of
a few minutes of excitement the
Hallman and Mr. and Mrs. J. Hansell Reading pike, Collegeville, near the ladies announced that it was a Sur to Ursinus followers who foresee an
A painter at wflrk on the home of Dropped in Delaware After Protest.” adelphia on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan C. Weber.
excellent diamond tutor in the offiing.
junction of the road with the Ger
Mr. and Mrs. William Seaman, of
French.
Mr. and Mr. Norman Harple have
prise Kitchen Shower (and what a He was formerly baseball coach at Thomas M. Chalfont, on Bloomingdale No, he was not purposely drowned!
mantown pike.
avenue, Wayne, a mile and a half The man, Bernard Sauders, was the Creamery; Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Landis, moved from the Jacob Ratner farm
Mr. and Mrs. S, Louis Cornish en
surprise) to better equip the kitchen Lehigh University.
from the scene, was blown from his only census enumerator in New Cas of Rahns; Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Mensch, to Park avenue, Trooper.
tertained at a supper-bridge party on BONES OF FOOT FRACTURED
to serve ,our many friends at suppers.
The recent decision of the collegiate
Miss Lenore Casselberry of RoxSaturday evening: The guests inclu
After several short speeches of ac governing body will not affect Criach ladder by the force of the blast. He tle county, State of Delaware, until of Skippack; Mr. and Mrs. William
Last Saturday, while engaged in ceptance and of appreciation by our Ronald Kichline, head athletic mentor escaped injury.
he was dropped from the list follow Gehman, of Souderton, and Mr. and borough spent the weekend at the
ded Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Francis, Mr.
Mrs. Rose Lemonoff, 33, seated a t a ing receipt of protests.
Mrs. Horace Fenstermacher, of Col home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harley.
and Mrs. Harry Brown, Mr. and Mrs. painting his bungalow, near Sumney- trustees and several other members at Ursinus. Kichline will be retained
legeville, visited Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Mrs. Annie Kidd has returned to
Morvin Godshall, Mr. and Mrs. Mor town, Linwood Yost, of Collegeville, the ladies still had in store a treat as head football coach. College exe window in her home at South Devon
“Are you the head of the house?” liam Simmons and Mr. and Mrs. Isaac her home in Philadelphia after spend
gan Weber, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Alle- fell a distance of about fifteen feet in setting a table with all kinds of cutives refused to comment on the and Morris streets, Strafford, more
ing some time with Mrs. Amanda
bach, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Schatz, from a suspended plank and sustained good hpme-made cakes and lemonade identity of the baseketball tutor for than a mile away, was cut and bruised Cousin Chon wonders how some of the Landis on Sunday. £
boys handled that situation when the
when the window shattered.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Pennepacker Childs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Essig, Mr. and the fracture of several bones of his beverage to which everyone helped the ensuing campaign.
An automobile parked two blocks “old battle axe” was around.
entertained the following dinner
Mrs. Harry Price, Dr. and Mrs. W. Z. right foot. Dr. W. Z. Anders attend and enjoyed themselves. The ladies
The resignation of Dr. J. L. Barn
guests
on Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Har
RIPPLES FROM RAHNS
ed to the case. .
Anders, Dr. and Mrs. S. D. Cornish.
then announced that they would like ard as Tennis Coach was (.accepted and from the scene had two tires ripped
Mrs. Harry Price, local census
to hold a card party in the hall on Mr. Harold Coburn was elected to that off the wheels by the blast. Every enumerator says, “The hardest part vey E. Buckwalter and Mr. and Mrs.
Eleven members of the G. M. G. en
The Easter services by the Sunday
G. Nelson Styer and daughter Ger
pane of glass in it was shattered? Sev
Tuesday evening, April 29, 1930, to position.
MANY ARE ON SICK LIST
joyed a “Get-together” meeting at
of this census job is to find the people
School will be held next Sunday even
eral
other
autos
were
blown
a
half
a
aldine,
of
Upper
Providence,
and
Mr.
make
further
addition
to
the
equip
Zion’s Reformed church, Pottstown,
John W. Musselman, of Eagleville,
at home. I never dream’t the peo
block away and completely wrecked. ple of Collegeville went visiting so and Mrs. E. LeRoy Detwiler and ing (Palm Sunday) beginning at 7.45
on Friday evening.
was treated by Dr. Nathan W. Rubin, ment. Permission was then granted OPERATIC ENSEMBLE WILL
A
motorcyce
policerilan
riding
more
daughters Ruth and Marion, of this o’clock. One of the features included
The Girls Missionary Guild will hold of Collegeville, for a crushed foot", for the use of the hall; so let’s come
in the rendition of the program will
PRESENT CONCERT HERE 1than “a" mile' away was toppled from much. Some people are never home.” borough.
out
on
the
29th
and
help
make
the
their April meeting on Tuesday even sustained when he was struck by a
be a pageant entitled, “Sunrise in the
The
last
number
of
the
Ursinus
en
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
F.
Tyson
and
his
machine
like
a
toy.
After
checking
and
double
checking
partjf a success. The members of the
heavy stone.
ing, April 15 in the Guild room.
tertainment course for 1929-30 will
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Tyson and family Garden.” Everyone cordially invited
on
Uncle
Sam’s
census
questions
we
Council
wish
to
extend
thanks
to
all
Miss Lavina Smith, of Collegeville,
to be present.
Mr. and Mrs. James Powers enter
of the ladies who are participating in be given on Thursday evening, April ENGINEER DIES AT THROTTLE have come to the conclusion th at a spent Sunday at the home of Mr. and
The directors of Perkiomen School
tained at a birthday party at their returned home from Montgomery this movement, as it will be a big 10, when the “Operatic Ensemble,”
Mrs. George Peterman, of Stowe.
lot
of
interesting
information
has
Its engineer dead and lying on the
home in honor of their daughter Hospital on Tuesday where she under benefit to the Council.
Miss Rosalyn Stark, of Drexel In District attended the meeting of the
under the direction of Wm. Silvano
been
omitted.
Hence
we
suggest
the
Kathleen’s eighth birthday. The guests went a serious surgical operation. She
Thunder, will present “An Evening of floor of the cab, a Reading Railroad following list to be added to the enu stitute, Philadelphia, was the week ■County School Directors’ Association,
were: Jean Clawson, Frances Fitzger is much improved.
Opera.” f This quartet is composed of locomotive finishing its run from Al merator’s questions (for the head 'of end guest of Miss Sadie Allison held in Norristown, on Tuesday.
Mrs. Alvin Butler, of Collegeville, TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH
The Senior Christian Endeavor So
ald, Anna Knipe, Ella Wilson, Laura
Pease.
Elizabeth Harrison Bernard, soprano-, lentown to Philadelphia, was brought the house to answer):
ciety held a business meeting and'
Keyser, Evelyn Yeagle, Virginia Pol- remains a patient in Riverview Hos
For the last few weeks the mem Marie Stone Langston contralto, Ber to a halt in Philadelphia Monday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
W.
Favinger
en
Do you feel that you are overwork
ey, Luvenia Brooks, Helen Gottshalk, pital. Her condition is slightly better. bers of Trinity have been thinking of nard Poland, tenor, and Piotr Wizla, night by a fireman. The engineer,
tertained Miss Hazel Hughes and Mr. social at the home of W. K. SchlotRussell Undercoffler, of Fairview the past. This is natural on anniver
Emmanuel Schwartz, 45, of Allen ed and underpaid?
Margaret Short, Nelson Godshall,.
George Hughes, of Pottstown; Miss terer last Wednesday evening.
basso.
Does
the
weather
always
change
town, was believed to have struck his
Mrs. Howard Berky, of Collegeville,
Kathleen, Peggy and Josepr Powers. Village, remains a typhoid fever pa sary occasions. To-day rests upon
Emma Schad, of Royersford, and Mr.
The
concert
of
the
Ensemble
will
who is a rheumatic, sufferer, is stay
A cjelightful afternoon was spent tient in Montgomery Hospital. He yesterday, and to-morrow’s foundation be divided into two parts, the first head against some projection as he after your corns start aching?
and
Mrs.Harry
Shaner
and
William
Do you think the winter’s are get;
ing at the home of her brother W. K.
playing game's after which refresh is improving.
mrist be to-day’s, added»to that of yes a general program of operatic arias leaned from the cab. Schwartz Was the ting warmer or colder?
Shaner, of this borough on Sunday.
Irvin
Hiltebeitel,
of
Collegeville,
is
engineer
of
the
“Pickup,”
daily
freight
Schlotterer, and family, for the pres
ments were served.
terday. No crops can be harvested and quartets, and the second part will
Mr.
William
Daub,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Do you think it will rain—and
run on the Perkiomen, and was very
recuperating at his sister’s home in before seeds are sown. If walls are
ent.
Harry
Daub,
Mrs.
Annie
Stover
and
The Mothers’ Club meets this Thurs Norristown irom a stomach ailment,
be a presentation with costumes and well 'known thruout the Perkiomen when?
day afternoon, April 10, at 3 P- m. in after several weeks of observation in to b e ' laid foundations must be laid action of an act of “Martha”
Did you ever figure in an automo Miss Dorothy Frederick, of Philadel
PERKY LEAGUE MEETING
the High School auditorium. May Montgomery Hospital. He is' much first. Sowers come and go, but the by von Flotow. This part of the pro valley.
bile jam where the other fellow was phia; Mr. and Mrs. William H. Miller
The
baseball moguls of the Perkio
principles
of
growth
are
continuous.
and
Mr.
Charles
Davis,
of
Yerkes,
Day-Child Health Day is the program
gram promises to be especially, inter
right and you were wrong?
EVANSBURG M. E. CHURCH
men league gathered at the regular
Builders pass, but others . build on esting to Ursinus opera lovers.
were
guests
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
theme. Every mother is urged to at improved.
What is the difference between the
George F. Clamer, of Collegeville, what they leave behind. We are look
Next Sunday the Palm Sunday ser
Mrs. John T. Miller and family on April league meeting at Graterford
tend.
who had been ill is about again.
vice will be conducted in fitting man assessed valuation of your property Sunday.
on Tuesday evening. Arguments wax
ing
forward
to
a
new
group
of
build
“The Show-Off”, a play given by
GRATERFORD
NEWS
and
what
you
would
ask
for
it
on
Mrs. Isaac Landis, of near Trappe,
ner in the Evansburg M. E. church.
Mrs. Arthur C. Ohl, Miss May Pear ed hot and furious—reaching mid-sea
the (Jrsinus College Dramatic Club has been bedfast 'for some .time. She ers, at this Eastertide, who 'Will con
sale?
1
son form at times. The red hot meet
tinue the work begun by the fathers
Mrs. Sue Walters and Mrs. Howard In the evening service the pastor will
last Saturday evening, was one of the is slightly improved.
Name the men in your community son, Mrs. Maggie Kulp, Margaret ing lasted well into the night.
preach on the “Lord’s Struggle in the
and
carried
forward
by
the
sons.
Kulp and Ernest Kulp motored to
Walters,
of
Rudy,
spent
Tuesday
with
best comedies ever produced by this
who
remind
you
by
their
talk
and
Abram C. Hunsicker, of College
Garden of Gethsemane.” The Sunday
The advertising booklet and sched
Bible Schooi on Sunday morning at Mrs. Mary Fisher.
Bethlehem last week where they vis
chib. The typical American family ville, who had been suffering with an
School will meet in the morning at actions of Andy Brown, president of ited Mr. and Mrs. Clifford C. Werst ule has been done away with this year
9.30
o’clock.
Morning
worship
with
The
condition
of
Mrsi
John
Fisher,
depicted lived in Philadelphia and abscess is o. k. again.
the Fresh Air Taxicab Company, Inc.\
and instead each team posted $30.00
baptism and confirmation at 10.35. who is a patient in Montgomery Hos 10 o’clock. The new graded lessons
Norristown was mentioned. Mir. Chas
Do you have halitosis? Did you and family.
used
by
our
Sunday
School
is
causing
to cover incidental league expenses
Parents desiririg baptism for their pital suffering with two broken legs,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Randolph
G.
Helffrich
Allen, of Germantown and CollegeHOME-MADE BAKE SALE
increasing interest on the part of discover it yourself or did your who recently returned from a honey such as umpires, balls and so forth
children should notify the pastor be is somewhat improved.
vlUe, as coach deserves much credit
friends
tell
you.
for the start of the season. College
The Adult Bible classes of Trinity fore Sunday morning. There will be
Mr. and Mrs. George Gerhart and young and old. You are cordially in
for such a successful interpretation.
How often do you change your moon trip through the New England ville forgot their check and Charles
Reformed church will hold a sale of no evening services for the next two David Beiler, of East Greenyille, vis vited to attend all these services and socks ?
states,
were
the
week
end
guests
of
Mr. and Mrs. James Boswell gave a home made soup, baked things of all Sunday evenings.
Smedlely, one of their representatives,
ited Mr. and Mrs. John Kline on Sun bring a friend.
Do you take your bath on Saturday Mr. D. W. Shuler and family.
party on Friday afternoon-in honor of
The official board will meet a t 11
had to put up a promissary note for
Services, preparatory to the Holy day.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harrison
M.
Tyson,
of
kinds, salted nuts, easter eggs and
night?
their son Jimmy’s sixth birthday. The mixed candies on Tuesday, April 15 Communion will be held on Good Fri
the amount.
Mervin W. Meixel is getting his o’clock Sunday morning.
Do you ever take a bath any other Royersford, spent Sunday with Mr.
little friends present were: Grace in the social room of the Hendricks day evening at 7.45 o’clock.
The ladies of our church will hold a
The 1930 schedule as drawn up by
and Mrs. S. S. Tyson.
summer
home
in
readiness
to
occupy
end Betty Meyers, Mary Lee Sturgis, Memorial building. Anyone wishing
time?
roast beef supper in the Lodge hall
representative Bishop of Oaks was
Holy Communion and reception of for the season.
Rev.-and
Mrs.
J.
K.
Bowers
enter
How old do you want to be when
Muriel Tedrow, Sammy French, Jackie to order soup, candy or nuts in ad members by letter and reprofession on
tained the following members of the adopted, Trooper giving the only dis
Alleged to have stolen a revolver, Saturday night. Our ladies do things you die ?
Bechtel, Donald and Glen Hatfield, vance kindly communicate with the Easter Sunday.
brown When they tackle them. They
Missionary Circle of Messiah Bible senting vote. The complete schedule
flashlight,
and
tire
gauge
from
the
What
is
your
favorite
cuss
word?
Alec Wilson, George and Billie Rim- committee: Mrs. A. T. Allebach, Mrs.
need your support. Bring fifty cents
THE PASTOR.
College of Grantham at their home will be published in next week’s Inde
auto
of
John
W.
Oberholtzer,
of
Nor
oy, David Newman and Rebecca Jane Geo. Dannehower, Mrs. J, W. Essig
or a ticket and we ,will give you a '’Did you ever collect any “sick bene here on Sunday: Mrs. Willa Lewis, pendent. Collegeville will open the
ristown,
while
the
car
was
parked,
in
Boswell.
fits” from your lodge.
season at home May 3 with SchwenksE a s t 1 Greenville, Charles Kane, em hearty supper. ,
QUEEN ESTHER CIRCLE
Do you go fishing because you like 'Misses Myrtle Hutchinson, Elizabeth ville. The holiday schedules finds
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Poley and and Mrs. M. W. Godshall. The sale
THE
PASTOR.
Engle,
Helen
Brickbill,
Paul
McBeth
ployed
at
the
Eastern
Penitentiary,
will
be
.conducted
from
11.30
to
5
Miss,
Evelyn
Wanner,
of
College
to fish or to get out of work ?
family were the Sunday guests of Mr.
Collegeville at home on Memorial Day
o’clock.
ville, was hostess to the Queen Esther Graterford, who was arrested on a
Do you pour coffee grounds into the and Joseph Stoner. Mr. and Mrs. Al with Graterford; away on the Fourth
- and Mrs. F. C. Poley in Limerick.
len
Freed
and
son
Lloyd,
of
Telford,
charge
of
larceny,
was
released
by
ROAST
BEEF
SUPPER
Circle
on
Thursday
evening
qt
her
kitchen sink ?
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Buckwalter and
of July with Trooper and away with
A CORRECTION
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the
home. Miss Miriam Jury presided at Magistrate Ralph McLaughlin upon
If you should die do you think your were also their guests.
son spent Sunday in Rahns the guests
East
Greenville on Labor Day. East
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Rosenberger
payment
of
the
costs
when
the
articles
Evansburg M. E. church will hold a wife would get married again? If so
The name of Miss Kathryn Grater, the business meeting after which re
of Mrs. Ellen Buckwalter and daugh
and family, of Souderton, spent Sun Greenville due to their drawing power
roast beef supper iri the O. of I. A. how soon and with what success?
ter Sarah.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren freshments were served. Those pres were returned to the owner.
play at home on all three holiday
hall on Saturday evening, April 12,
Does your wife complain th at you day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. dates while Collegeville, Trooper and
The Band at the Collegeville School Grater of Trappe, was erroneously ent were Misses Miriam, Grace and
Warren Poley and family.
Fire destroyed, Monday, the large from 5 to 9. Tickets, 50 cents.
go out too much at night.
as begun to play. The shiny new omitted from the Collegeville High Virginia Jury, Carrie, and Mabel HarMiss Alamanda Plank has returned Schwenksville split even on the rest
Who gets up first in the morning?
'Instruments are the pride of every School honor roll, grade 10, in last pel, Muriel Schonck, Mary Boyle, Mil frame and stone barn on the farm of
home.
She spent the winter in St. of the holiday games.
Mary
Jane
Drum,;
85,
of
Hazleton,
Joseph
Thomas,
west
of
Phoenixville.
dred
Eigelson.
Bernice
Seidel
and
Do you have to make your own
1 1H who has the privilege of using week’s issue.
Hereafter the league will not alPetersburg,
Florida.
Sara
Moorehead,
all
of
Collegeville
The
livestock,
except
four
pigs,
was
j
who
died
after
three
days’
illness,
is
breakfast?
ne’ A list of those who are active
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued
on
page
4)
I
survived
by
47
descendants.
saved.
Loss,
$15,000.
and
Evansburg.
(Continued
on
page
4)
Subscribe for The Independent.
(Continued on page 4)
A heart-throb in the b re a st of tim e
■I count this little life ioi mine.
Sustained by hope I w a it serene.
. The shifting of, this e arth ly scene
Beyond this point I do not know
Back to the elem ents I go.
Serene on m other N a tu re 's b re ast
In peaceful dream less Sleep, to re st
In coming here I h a d no say
If short or long njiight be m y stay,
I only know th a t I m ust give
My very best each d a y I live
Life'is to me a m ystery, But there is m uch th a t com forts me,
Helps me to brav ely b e ar m y p a rt
And keep a happy, hopeful heart.
This world so beautiful and fa ir
Was here for me to have a share,
For other w orlds I can aspire—
It satisfies th e soul’s desire.
As part of the unfathom ed force
That guides the" p lan ets on their course,
This atom th a t th e w orld calls me
Will go on th ro u g h eternity.

Charles H. Kuhnt, of Jeffersonville,
died Wednesday evening of last week
at Jean’s Memorial Hospital, Fox
Chase, aged 66 years. Mr. Kuhnt suc
cessfully conducted the bakery busi
ness in Collegeville for about twenty
years, and later was similarly engaged
at Sellersville, prior to retiring and
moving to Jeffersonville. He is sur
vived by Mrs. Kuhnt and three chil
dren: Frieda, wife of Ralph Graber,
and William, both of Collegeville, and
Carl, at home. The funeral was held
on Sunday at 2 p. m. at the late resi
dence of the deceased. Interment was
made in the Lutheran cemetery, at
Trappe. The remains were viewed .by
old time neighbors and friends at the
parlors of undertaker J. L. Bechtel,
Saturday evening.

GARAGE AT YERKES, WED.

PLANNED FOR COLLEGEVILLE

BY JAY HOWAKD

THE

IN D E P E N D E N T

Observations of Oldest Inhabitant—

FARM CALENDAR
Ancestry of Canaries
Cull
Out
Cows—Dairy leaders What has become of the old-fashioned
Found Hard to Trace say that if Poor
FOR NATIONAL 4-H CAMP
street you could cross without risking
each farm er who makes your life?—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Domestic canaries have been al

MONTGOMERY COUNTY BOY

Herbert Anders of Norristown, R.
D. 2 and Harry Smith, Mifflinburg,
P U B L IS H E D E V E K Y T H U R S D A Y .
are the two boys selected by the 4-H
club staff of the Pennsylvania State
College to represent the Keystone
COIAEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.
State at the National 4-H Club Camp
in Washington, D. C., June 18 to 24.
Anders, still in high school, plans to
study agriculture at the Pennsylvania
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
State College. For six years he has
been a member of the Skippack Guersey Calf and junior cow clubs. He
Th ursday, April IO, 1930.
has been president of both. Three
times he has attended the State Col
lege Farmers’ Week, twice on the
FOURTH REPORT OF T H E LITERARY DIGEST
county dairy judging team and once
on the poultry judging team. His
PROHIBITION TOLL.
county agent, R. G. Waltz, says that
The vote of forty-three S tates: For enforcement 553'337 this young man has maintained an
For modification—598,252. For repeal—848,751 Pennsylvania’s excellent attitude toward his club
For modification— work. Smith has been in both acre
vote thus fa r: ■For enforcement—55,484potato club and calf club work for
the past three years and has served
58,079. For repeal—106,521.
as president of both clubs.

JUDGE WILLIAMS’ WITHDRAWAL FROM A
POLITICAL CONTEST.
In his withdrawal from the Republican race for the Governor
ship nomination, Judge J. Ambler Williams exhibited political
sagacity. He has done well in pulling himself out of a complicated
political mess. During his candidacy he became widely and favor
ably known throughout the State, and the interrogatory “who is
Judge Williams” ? is no longer in order. Judge Williams’ future
political interests will be much strengthened by the wisdom he
exercised in refraining from the present primary election contest.
T H E CATASTROPHE AT DEVON.
The loss of lives and destruction of property wrought by the
terrific explosion at the Devon Fireworks plant, should at once be
accepted as evidence that no similar menace should be permitted to
exist except in a very isolated location, if permitted to exist any
where. Fireworks of all descriptions—firecrackers, cannon crack
ers, torpedoes, 'and what not, for demonstrations of patriotism, or
any other purpose, are indicative of a barbaric element in modern
civilization—a civilization yet immature in its best estate.
THREE-MAN CONTEST FOR GUBERNATORIAL
NOMINATION.
The retirement of Judge Williams left three candidates in the
field for the Republican Gubernatorial engagement now in progress
—Francis Shunk Brown, Gifford Pinchot, and Congressman
Thomas W. Phillips. With the latter listed distinctly as a wet,
Pinchot as a dry, and with Brown on the fence looking by turns
on both sides, the outcome at the primary election invites almost as
much interest as the result of the contest between Joseph R.
Grundy and James J. Davis for United States Senator. While
the odds, at present, appear to favor Brown for Governor, and
Grundy for U. S. Senator, political observers have sufficient reason to
maintain a doubtful attitude in their anticipations.

tered to such an extent by hundreds
of years of selective breeding that
their wild progenitors cannot be posi
tively identified, states a writer in the
Pathfinder Magazine. Their early his
tory as cage-birds is obscure. It is
generally supposed, however, that they
sprang from a species of finch still
found in the wild state in the Canary
islands, as well as Maderla, off the
northwestern coast of Africa. The
wild birds in the Canary islands are
grayish brown, sometimes varied with
brighter hues, but they never have the
beautiful plumage so common in the
domestic varieties. According to the
usual story, specimens of these wild
birds were captured in the Sixteenth
century and domesticated In Italy,
whence they were taken to other parts
of the world. Canaries breed freely
with the European goldfinch and cer
tain other species, a fact which leads
some authorities to believe that the
domestic canary is the product of In
terbreeding and not the descendant
of any one species. In the United
MONTGOMERY COUNTY AHEAD
IN COW TESTING SUMMARY States the common American goldfinch
or thistle bird is sometimes called a
The monthly summary of Pennsyl “wild canary.” This species, of
vania cow testing associations for the course, is not a canary at- all.
month of February as compiled by
the Dairy Extension Department,
State College shows that Montgomery Oddly Worded Notices
County Association took first place
Recorded by Traveler
for the 10 highest producing cows
What is the oddest notice you have
with 77.8 pounds of fat.
Seen in London? There is one posted
The registered Holstein owned by oh a famous Holborn church intimat
Wm. H. Landis of East Greenville ing that “Cats must not be fed in
was the highest butterfat producer the churchyard,” says a Star writer.
for the month of February with a rec Obvious literal errors would probably
ord of 2181 pounds of milk and 95,9 be excluded from any collection, other
wise the sign over a creche at Clappounds of butterfat.
This summary included 70 Penn ham, "Children mended here," would
sylvania associations representing claim a place. I saw in the window of
a florist the announcement, “Custom
25,807 cows.
ers’ own gardens nursed,” but this
PULLET’S RECORD OF 299 EGGS was not more awkwardly expressed
than the offer of another florist to
A White Leghorn pullet, owned by provide “Flowers and bouquets for
Harry A. Bair, of Westmoreland weddings, funerals, and all other cele
county, laid 299 eggs during the past brations.” On the day when I had
year, winning top place in the record been reading an exhortation to cul
of performance work conducted by tivate “the telephone mind” I went in
the Bureau of Markets, Pennsylvania to a small post office in a southern
Department of Agriculture, the bu small town to see if I could make a
call. “Oh, no," said the old lady in
reau has announced.
Eight hundred and sixty-five birds charge; “We haven’t got it here. It’s
out of 7,000 entered in this work laid In the principal post office. It ’ud be
near if we had it, too.” Some cul
more than 200 eggs as pullets or' 180 too
tivation needed there! Too few people
eggs as hens during the year. These In England seem to have got the habit
were in 14 flocks located in 13 coun of regarding the telephone as a neces
ties.
sary convenience of life.

T H E PAUL SH EED ER COMBINATION.
Paul Sheeder’s preliminary efforts to substitute his combin
ation for the long established' Republican organization of Mont
gomery county under the leadership of Charles Johnson, are not
devoid of personal and political ambition. Mr. Sheeder is am
bitious. Ever since he retired from the office of Recorder of Deeds
he has been “gunning” for the political scalp of the man without
whose assistance he would never have gotten within sight of the
public crib. He was lean before he fattened. Is he now lean and
anxious to put on more adipose tissue by again feasting on politi
cal corn? While all the while grunting and running and somer
saulting ; all the while ! In fairness to the notables who figure
in his combination, it is to be noted that he somehow or another
wriggled himself into political company that really isn’t half bad
if the—clog dancer (and acrobat) is not included.
A GOOD EXAMPLE.
Obsolete and unnecessary laws encumber society. They are a
useless infliction of dead letters ; a reflection upon the intelligence
and sanity of the people’s government. The New Jersey Legis
lature has set a good example to the Legislature of other States—
Pennsylvania distinctly included—by repealing 500 laws of the
character described. Perhaps the loud mouthings about the sacredness of all laws inclusive of Prohibition enactments, prompted, the
hotfeworthy action of the New Jersey Legislature. There are many
laws in every State that should be repealed, because they apply to
bonditions that no longer exist. Fool laws, impotent laws, and
crazy laws may be rated as sacred laws, but actually they remain
just what they are. Unfortunately, the disuse of a law does not
feffect its repeal. It simply indicates that the conditions of society are
antagonistic to a law which serves no purpose except to be utilized
by lawyers to bolster up weak cases.
A SENSIBLE VIEW.
One of the speakers at a recent meeting of the Women’s Sab
bath Alliance, New York, observed :
The world is getting tired of those who take the leg
islative short cut to bring others to their way of thought
and action. Let all men be free to choose their own form
of Sunday recreation of the mind, body and spirit, pro
viding that they do not disturb the worship of others.
That’s saying something, comprehensively and concretely.
There is a lot of work for the Alliance in Pennsylvania, where the
Blue law of 1794 is violated a million times every Sunday.
BILLION DOLLAR TA R IFF BILL.
Robert M. LaFollette, Jr., United States Senator from Wiscon
sin, in his Progtessive, writes about the tariff problem, irupart, as
follows:
The Senate has passed and sent to Conference the
worst tariff bill in the nation’s history. It should be
known hereafter as Grundy’s Billion Dollar Tariff Bill.
The measure is free from any pretense of protecting
“infant industries.” No one will claim that it is based on
the Republican principle of “equalizing costs of pro
duction at home and abroad.”
Even the pretense that it
^equalizes the benefits of industry and agriculture under
the tariff system is untenable because for every increase in
an agricultural rate there have been four increases in
industrial rates.
The Grundy tariff bill eclipses the “Tariff of Abom
inations” of 1828 in its impositions upon the public, and
by comparison dwarfs the injustice and iniquity of the
Payne-Aldrich act of 1909, which wrecked the Republi
can party in 1912.
As the bill goes to conference it is the product of a
series of deals conceived in secret, but executed with a
brazen effrontery that is without parallel in the annals of
the Senate.
That’s putting the case strongly from a Republican progressive
standpoint. Evidently, Senator LaFollette is not in harmony with
Senator Grundy.

CANDIDATES’ LUNCHEON
The candidates’ luncheon, sponsor
ed by the Pennsylvania League of
Women Voters, to be held on Friday,
April 25, in the Ballroom °* the Belleview-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia,
promises to be one of the outstanding
events in the coming political cam
paign, both to the candidates running
for office and for their listeners. For
the latter it affords the unusual op
portunity of seeing and hearing in one
afternoon on the same platform men
representing many groups with diver
gent points of view.
At a League of Women Voters’ can
didates’ meeting, each aspirant for of
fice has not only the opportunity of
talking to a group that has already
determined to vote for him, which is
usually the case in a political cam
paign, but he has the unusual oppor
tunity of appealing to and possibly
winning over all the “doubting Thom
ases,” for it is an alleged fact that
seventy-five per cent of the voting
strength can generally be determined
by each political party, but the twen
ty-five per cent doubtful is of vital
importance in reckoning success.
The following candidates have ac
cepted the invitation to speak at the
candidates’ luncheon: For United
States Senator: Mr. Joseph R. Grun
dy, Republican; Secretary James J.
Davis, Republican; and Mr. Sedgwick
Kistler, Democrat. For Governor:
Mr. Francis Shunk Brown, Republi
can; Mr. Gifford Pinchot, Republican,
and Mr. John M. Hemphill, Democrat.
Mr. Lewis had accepted before he
withdrew as a candidate for Governor.
On the Anti-Prohibition ticket, Mr.
Francis Bohlen has accepted.
All Republican, Democratic, Social
ist, Prohibition and Anti-Prohibition
candidates for Governor and for Uni
ted States Senator have been invited
to present their platforms at this
meeting.
BEARS BEATEN BY LEHIGH
IN DIAMOND OPENER, 8-7
With fine weather on deck for the
opening game, the Ursinus nine went
into action against Lehigh a t Be’thlehem, Saturday afternoon and fell one
run short of ushering in the season
with a victory, the score being 8 to 7.'
The Bears came from behind in the
ninth by slapping in 3 runs but fell
down in the defensive half of the
inning and Lehigh scored twice to win.
Karkinnen for Ursinus and Strauss
for Lehigh were the opposing pitch
ers the former twirled the whole
game while Strauss was replaced by
Ayers, who in turn gave way to
Zakera. Karp hurled good ball but
was a bit wild at times. Don Sterner
connected with a home run in the
seventh.
URSINUS
AB R. H. O. A. E.
Hunter ,lf.............. 4
Francis, rf., c......... 5
Sterner, 2b. ......... 4
Young, c f . ................2
Meckley, c. . . . . . . 4
Bateman, 3b........... 4
Coble, ss. ............. 4
Dennis, lb .............. 5
Karpinnen. d. • • • . 5 0 1 1 4 0
*Kerper, r f ...
0 1 0 0 0 0
Totals ........
LEHIGH
Jones, cf.........
Schultz, 2b. ..
O’Lessy, ss. ..
Strauss, p.-cf.
Ware, rf.........
Miller, If. . . .
Harris, lb. ..
Bennett, 3b. ..
Halsted, c. ..
Ayers, p..........
Zakora, p. . . .

37
AB
. 5
. 4
. 3
. 3
. 5
. 3
. 4
. 5
. 5
. 0
. 0

his living from milking cows would
sell just one unprofitable cow to the
butcher the problem of the dairy industry(>would be solved. Another way
is to fatten the cow for slaughter on
the farm.
Sweet Clover Improves Soil—On
account of its plentiful growth of root
and top, even on poor soils, sweet
clover probably is the most efficient
legume for supplying organic matter
and. nitrogen. Some of the best po * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
tato growers in the state use a 2-year
*
*
rotation of wheat or oats, in which
J . L. BECHTEL
*
sweet clover is sown and then plowed
down the next spring for potatoes.
Harden Plants Before Settings—
Plants from the greenhouse or hot
bed should Jbe sufficiently hardened be
Collegeville, Pa.
fore being set in the field by gradu
ally lowering the temperature and re
ducing the amount of water supplied.
Modern Funeral Home for
Cabbage plants will have a reddish
Patrons
tinge when they are hardened suf
ficiently to be transplanted into the
Phone: 30
field.
**************************

3
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
2
1
0
2
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
2
11
0

0 0
5 0
4 0
3 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 2
9 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

37 8 9 27 15 3
Totals . . . . .
*Ran for Meckley in the ninth.
Ursinus .......... 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 3--7
Lehigh .......... 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2- -8
Sacrifice hit—Strauss. Stolen bases
—Young, Sterner, Coble, Jones, Halsted;, Strauss, Ware, Miller. Twobase hits—Young, Karpinnen. Threebase hits—Ware, Miller. Home runs
—Sterner, Bennet. Struck out—By
Karpinnen 8, by Strauss 5, by Ayers
2. Bases on balls—Off Karpinnen 7,
of Strauss 5, off Ayers 2. Hit by
pitcher—By Ayers (Sterner).

***************************

*
Sc
* /iti i n i r c
*

No Record of Wren'* Work
There is comparatively no evidence
to prove that there are any spires on
American churches designed by Sir
Christopher Wren. Certainly he did
not visit this country. Sir Christopher
Wren was born in 1630 and dieSd In
1723. Between the years 1670 and
1711 he designed 53 London churches.
There are comparatively few churches
In this country that were built prior
to 1723. Among the early churches
or meeting houses, erected in the man
ner of Sir Christopher Wren, are
Christ church, Philadelphia (A. D.
1727); St. Philtp, Charleston (A. D.
1733); St. Paul, New York (A. D.
1767), and St. Michael, Charleston
(A. D. 1752), of which the probable
architect was Gibbs, the designer of
the Radcliffe library, Oxford.
F am ous C olonial H all

The trees on the front terrace of
Carvel hall, at Annapolis, Md., are be
tween 250 and 300 years old. They
are ailanthns trees, the Chinese “tree
of Heaven.” No one seems to know
how they happened to be planted on
the front terrace of Carvel hall. They
were brought from China in a sailing
ship considerably more than 200 years
ago. The house in front of which
they stand Is the Prince George street
entrance of Carvel Hall hotel. It was
built in 1764 by William Paca, one of
the signers of the Declaration of In
dependence and the third governor of
Maryland.
A lte r th e U n a tta in a b le

“He’s on a hunt for blue roses”—to
say this of anybody is to indicate that
the person referred to is on a quest
for unattainable objects.
This is a rather colorful expression
which comes down to us from the
days when there was no such thing
as a blue rose.
As a matter of fact, this was the
case until quite recently. For it was
only’ a few years ago that the climb
ing rose called “Vellchenblau”—■
violet
blue—was introduced by the Germans.
Until the advent of this species of
rose, the flower was cultivated only in
the common varieties.—Kansas City
Times.

Heads Largest Bank

1
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And These

L AIT P S
will help You Enjoy it More than Ever !

METAL BASE BRIDGE LAMPS
Complete with shades.

RADIO OR DESK LAMPS
Adustable Neck, Metal Reflector.

VASE BASE LAMPS
Porcelain Base, Parchment Shade.

$1.00
$1.25
$1.25

| (Successor to F. W. SHALKOP) .1

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

L IS T E N

|

TRAPPE, PA.

$
*A
No effort spared to meet the £
fullest expectations of those who t
4s engage my services.
*
*
Harry S. Whitman, assistant. 4!
T
T,.ll t i l ._
_
_
_
_
_
_oo _
_
_
_
_] of t D 1 1
T
Bell Phones
38 __amd
27-R-ll

They certainly "step" when
claim service is wanted

ELECTRIC BREAD TOASTERS

$1.25

Complete.with cord and plug.

ONE-BURNER ELECTRIC STOVES
Guaranteed Heating Elements.

$ 1.00

%
**************************
Clarence W, Scheuren
**************************
sjs
*

322 Main Street,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

W. W. HARLEY
Schwemksville, Pa.

Representing

NOTARY PUBLIC
GENERAL INSURANCE

P e n n s y lv a n ia
In d e m n ity
C o rp o ra tio n

AND
Conveyancing, Collecting and
General Business Agent; Pub
lic Sales handled on commission.
Phone 44R2.

A Stock Com pany

PumawilM AutomobileTwu«*wec

**************************
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SAVE YOUR WINTER GARMENTS
FROM THE MOTHS

Cedarized Garment Bags
WOOD HANGER FREE

59c

for

REAL ESTATE

B|

Made of Heavy Paper. White Lined.
Holds 4 Garments.

Side Opening.

Warner’s
“The Better Place to Shop and Save”

ST O R E S CO
P lL IM V pni i i

NORRISTOWN, PA.
i>8vitr8xih>a<iffaai^fltr»titr»ttgsai^at^at^ai^afigaffsassaffsai5S?M?s?if^flBgaggat>s?if?8vTfigflMi

When You .Trade in Our Stores
Every Buying Facility and Direct
Connection are Available to You,

" IDfyere d u a lity C oun ts ”

iA v

;

Bag

You can’t buy better Flour
at these Prices.

CORN REMEDY
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

G E T Y O U R B A R G A IN S
And save dollars in Shoes while we are making room

Reg. 23c California
big
can

PEACHES

T H E

Main Street, Above Railroad

FLOUR
4 5 c : !K 9 0 c

12-lb

5F5L®®IS
uium
.** flBRBSOn

T R T 5T

C U L B E R T ’S DRUG S T O R E

(5 olb Seal
jl

liSillMStl m

MADE AT

Specially Priced

19c

Delicious Halves.

ASCO Noodles ........................................ pkg 5c, 9c
ASCO Cider Vinegar ...........................big bot I2y2c
ASCO White Distilled V in eg a r................bot 12>/2c
Princess Prepared M u s ta r d .............. sm all jar 5c.
ASCO Prepared M u sta r d ............................... jar 10c
Light Meat Tuna Fish
.............. can 14c, 23c
Gorton’s Codfish C a k e s .......................... .. can 14c
ASCO Finest Maryland
med.

TomatoesSplendid: quality2

21c

For Our NEW SPRING FOOTWEAR Coming in Daily
Women’s Sport OXFORDS
Misses, Children’s Tan Calf
Buckle PUMPS ,
Crepe soles, to d o st out. Were
$3.95 and $3.45; Now . . . . $2.95 Regular Prices $3.45, $2.95;
Now Going at .................. $1.95
|
Our Better Grade
$6.00 and $5.50 value; Now $4.95 MEN’S Black and Tan OXFORDS
Welted soles; $4.00 and $3.50
Children’s Strap PUMPS
Values ........................... $2.95
]
Now $1.45, $1.95, $2.45 and $2.95
BOYS’ SCHOOL SHOES
INFANTS’ FOOTWEAR
Tan or Black. Oxfords
$2.45 and $2.95
50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50
Women’s Arch Support SHOES BOYS’ and LITTLE GENTS’
OXFORDS AND SHOES
[ Patent, Black and Tan Kid. Reg
$2.45, $2.95, $3.45,and $3.95
ular Price, $3.95 and $3.45;
TENNIS SHOES
| N o w ................. ..................$2.95
Boys’, Youths’ and Girls’ 95c a pair
Also One and Two Straps

©olb Seal EGGS

Just What the Women Have Been Looking For

“The Pick of the Nests”
Our Stores have been known for Years as
“EGG HEADQUARTERS” .

Life’s Walk Made Easy—Heaven on Earth in These Shoes

DR. A. REED’S ORIGINAL CUSHION FOOTWEAR
Regular Prices $12.50 and $10.00. Shoes at a Special Price

ASCO Slowly Cooked

BeansReady
withtoPork
3 cans 20c
Serve. Very Wholesome.
Domestic Sardines (Oil or Mustard) . . can 5c
Selected Calif. Sardines . . . . big oval can 10c
ASCO Stuffed Olives . . ................... bot 10c, 20c
ASCO Corn F la k e s ............ - .................. 3 pkgs 20c
Comet Brown Rice F la k e s ............
2 pkgs 25c
Quaker Puffed R ice...................................... .. pkg 15c
Heinz Rice Flakes ................................. pkg 12% c

Only $6.90 a Pair
Ten Different Styles—Not all Sizes—AAA to D. Wide

F . A . D u tte n h o fe r ’s
241 HIGH ST.
Philadelphia Shoe Store
POTTSTOWN
Everwear Hosiery Wear Well—50c, $1.00, $1.50, $1.95

Those who know say—
“Really You Can’t Buy Better Bread”

Bread Supreme

Large Wrapped
Milk Loaf
Big
Pan
Loaf

Victor Bread

8c

5c

P ost’s Whole Bran .................................... pkg 12c
Kellogg’s Pep Bran F l a k e s ......................pkg 12c
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes ....................... 2 pkgs 15c
Post T oasties Corn Flakes .................2 pkgs 15c
Gold Seal Rolled Oats ...........................3 pkgs 25c
Ralston’s Whole Wheat F o o d .................pkg 24c
One 7c pkg. ASCO
One 25c bot. ASCO
CORN STARCH and VANILLA EXTRACT

Both
For

25c

Buy this combination and Save Seven Cents

C

A

N

Reg. 10c Chocolate Covered

CREAM EGGS 3 for 25c
Packed in Individual Boxes
Winthrop W. Aldrich, chosen presi
dent of the Chase National, now the
world’s largest bank, is a son of the
late Senator Aldrich of R. L and bro
ther-in-law of John D. Rockefeller, Jr,

*
4s

CHARLES J. FRANKS f

S to n e T h a t F loat*

There is no other instance In nature
of the fusing of quartz in the absen'ce
of a flux, except by the action of light
ning striking sand or a mountain top..
Science has named this product ful
gurite glass. At the crater there are
many wonderful specimens of sand
stone seemingly so fused. In some
cases the quartz is fused into lumps
of opalescent material, but more fre
quently the sandstone has been puffed
up and distorted, owing to the steam
produced by the water which was in
the stone at the time the outer and
very highly heated part of the advanc
ing meteoric mass was in close con
tact with the rock. Innumerable wa
ter-tight cavities, as in pumice, were
formed by the steam, so that large
and small masses of this peculiar and
most Interesting sandstone will float
like a cork.

7 8 26 11 3
Public; sales advertised in The In
R. H O. A. E dependent always attract bidders.
1
1
1

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

M ost Everyone h a s E lectricity
in th e ir Hom e to d ay !

D

I E

S

Chocolate Cocoanut

CREAM

EGGS

tb 25c

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

HARDWARE

HEATING0

Oil Bu r n e r s

w
atersystems

Write to-day or call 107 Collegeville, Pa.

Delicious

Your Food Dollar Goes Further in Our Stores: Because Our
Merchandise is Always Fresh
THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE
IN OUR COLLEGEVILLE STORE

No. 340*342*344 Main Street, COLLEGEVILLE, PENNA.

❖
----------------------------- —
^ |
|
ALL KINDS OF
*
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
*
*
$
£
Authorized Agents for
£
I
WESTINGHOUSE LAMPS
*
*^ -------------------------________________ $ :_______________ *
|
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
|
❖
* OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENT %
*

Easter Clothing
Your main reason for coming’ here is-that here is where you
will find huge and attractive assortments.
Your next reason is that Mosheim’s have the,outstanding val
ues in suits and topcoats, and style without thrift is as unattrac
tive as thrift without style.
Every man who i§ firm in his determination to improve on
past clothing experiences, is invited to come and see the stock
that is capable of accomplishing it.

Breckman & Smedley
Phone—229-R-3 ,
27 W. Fifth Ave.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

S u its and Topcoats
$20 to $40

* * * ********#*********'*"* ‘*'**'

SPRING HATS— Alive with Style, Up in Quality—
Down in Price— $3.95 to $5.00

g ill

1 Perkiomen Valley Mutual ■
| Fire Insurance Company I

Easter Clothing for the Kind of Boys
Who Make Easter What It Is

Collegeville, Penna.

The Easter parade would be a short one if it weren’t for
Boys— 6 to 18.
Hundreds of Boys’ Easter Suits will be decided upon, and we
address the parent of this vicinity saying this:
We have assembled our greatest array of new models and
fabrics. We have driven the prices down to where the style you
admire is at a price you’ll like and pay.
We simply ask that you look—knowing very well that you
won’t purchase unless you are pleased,

Incorporated 1871
Fifty-eight years of public
service faithfully performed
have established the Perkiomen
Valley Mutual Fire Insurance
Company as an institution of
utmost dependability. An old
reliable company writing Fire
and Tornado Insurance.
B. W. DAMBLY, President
A. D. FETTJSROLF, Secretary

BOYS’ SUITS from $8.00 to $15.00
With a Special Value at $10.00 and $12.50
Top Variety Boys’ Caps and Furnishings

Mosheim Clothing Co.
207 HIGH STREET

HAULING done by auto truck.
Good service. Charges reasonable.
JOSEPH LIVERGOOD
12-30-tf
Collegeville. P«

POTTSTOWN, PA.

■■■■■■■■H
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FUEL !
Copper vs. Cast Iron
Radiation
The newest thing in home heating is Copper Tube Cabinet
Convectors.

C0

It is no longer necessary for the house wife to be troubled
with dirt catching and dirt producing Radiators.
Visit our Showroom and see the FREED-CHAUD Copper
Tube Cabinet Convector in operation.

K

E

$11.00 per Ton

Freed H eater Company

LEHIGH AND SCHUYLKILL

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

ANTHRACITE

COAL

BITUMINOUS COAL
JOHN H. CASSELBEBEY

JOE CAMP

Surveyor and Conveyancer

CANNAL COAL

R. D. 1, NORRISTOWN, PA.

Residence—Cor. Ridge pike and Clear SHEET METAL, HEATER OR RAN HE,
field avenue. Trooper. P. O. address—R. GUTTER AND SPOUTING WORK, AND
D. 1, Norristown, Pa.
GENERAL ROOFING. WORK GUAR
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
property and real estate sold on com ANTEED. ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY
FURNISHED. PHONE-—NO. 6-R-13.
mission.

A

W . H. Gristock’s Sons
Collegeville, Pa.

Economical Transportation

I t ’s w i s e
to

c h o o s e a

It is wise to choose a-six-cylinder
motor—the only way to get six-cylinder s m o o th n e s s . S ix -c y lin d e r
smoothness takes out vibration and
roughness. This saves motor, chassis,
body, passengers, and driver.
The Chevrolet is a six. Yet it sells at a
price that anyone can afford to pay.
And it lasts longer, because of fine
materials, oversize parts and a big,
smooth, 50-horsepower six-cylinder
engine that always “takes it easy.”
With all its six-cylinder smoothness
and power the New Chevrolet Six
saves gasoline and oil, through
modem efficiency—overhead valves
—high compression power—latest
carburetor—long-wearing pistons—
crankcase ventilation—air cleaner.
Thus Chevrolet brings truly modern
transportation within reach of all
who can afford any car. Chevrolet
economy also means sincerity in
manufacture. To illustrate:

S IX !

by hydraulic shock absorbers. They
are mounted lengthwise, in the direc
tion of car travel, with self-adjusting
spring shackles to maintain quiet.
Modem low suspension and extra
wheelbase give the Chevrolet Six
good proportions. The front view is
distinguished by the honeycomb
radiator. The gasoline tank is at the
rear for safety and finer appearance.
Chevrolet beauty instantly says
“Body by Fisher”—style, quiet, safety
—Fisher composite steel-and-wood
construction—non -glare windshield
—adjustable driver’s seat—deeper
(JBshions—greater leg room—clearer
vision—finer fabrics and fitments.
There is just as much extra value
throughout. BY ANY STANDARD
the Chevrolet Six is the wisest choice
in the low-price field . . i with its sixcylinder valve-in-head motor . . .
with full scientific equipment . . .
with Body by Fisher . . . with four
long se m i-e llip tic springs, long
wheelbase, low suspension, rearmounted gasoline tank, honeycomb
radiator and all the other features of
this day and age.

Chevrolet valves are adjustable—to
save replacing. Chevrolet molded
brake lininggreatlyreducesbrakeupkeep. The rear axle inspection plate
on the Chevrolet means accessibility.
The whole car is full of ROADSTER OR PHAETON
such evidence that true
economy comes from ad
vancement and refine
ment. There are four
extra-long, chrome -va
nadium springs controlled F.O. B. FACTORY, FLINT, MICH.
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CLOTH
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GO LD
*
(©by D. J. Walsh.)

ADIE sat erect in her mother’s
big rocker. “Take off your coat,”
Mrs. Thomas bade her.
But Sadie shook her head. A
package wrapped in white tissue pa
per and tied with ribbon ■lay in her
lap. Mrs. Thomas watched her daugh
ter nervously finger the dainty bowknots.
“Why don’t you open your birthday
present, Sadie?” she persisted, rais
ing the window shade, as if to obtain
a better view of what the tissue paper
concealed.
. “I can’t,” limply responded Sadie.
“You say it’s from Charlie?”
“Yes. It’s the very first time since
we’ve been married that he’s gone
shopping alone. If I haven’t gone
with him always I’ve told him
what to get. We’ve needed funds so
badly of late I thought I could do
without a birthday present this year.
I told Charlie so.”
“And be wouldn’t let you,” inter
rupted mother. “Bless his -heart.’’
“But, mother, I know it is some
thing terrible. He’s Jjeen acting so
silly.”
“They do,” mother laughed, “upon
occasion.” Then she turned vigorous
ly upon her daughter. “Sadie, this
may be something nice. Let’s open
it."
Sadie remembered too well the very
day this silliness had come to haunt
Charlie. They had been sitting in the
lamplight after supper one evening
weeks ago, Charlie reading aloud.
Suddenly he had peered over his bonerimmed spectacles. “Darn pretty,
Sadie,” he had commented irrelevant
ly. “I mean,” he had explained, “that
thing you’re working on, Sadie; why
don’t you ever sew with gold thread?”
“Well,” she had pondered, “they
use gold thread only on special
things.”
“Very special?”
“Well—yes.”
' “You don’t say—” he had chuckled.
' “Why, Charlie, what’s the matter?”
For'Charlie had been smiling, grin
ning, exulting. He had got up out of
his chair and had set about investigat
ing the far corners of the living room
in a queer, disturbing sort of way.
Charlie’s equanimity. To what un
known region had it retired? “Charlie,
What is the matter with you?
Charlie—”
But all Charlie had chosen to say
had been, “Wait until your birthday,”
“Well,” smiled Mrs. Thomas, “sup
pose you open it, Sadie. I see your
father coming, up the street. Better
open your present before he gets
here.”
Sadie untied the ribbon, straight
ened the paper at the ends and in a
wink there it lay—some sort of tapes
try creation from which every now
and then a- network of gilt threads
glinted. It blinked mischievously,
boldly. Stiff-necked and brazen, in
the modestly toned living room it
seemed to vaunt itself as next in
glory to the sun.
“Dear, dear,” sighed mother as she
felt the stiff, coarse texture between
her fingers, “and the gilt comes off,
too.”
“What will I ever do with it?” de
plored Sadie, as she dropped her head
to the arm of her chair and wept.
“He must have bought it from some
crazy drummer.”
“Perhaps,” soothed mother.
“I never saw anything like it be
fore,” continued Sadie. “Pm sure it
cost a lot. It looks like it, doesn’t it,
mother?”
“I fear so,” agreed Mrs. Thomas.
“And, oh mother, we can’t afford
luxuries,” wailed Sadie, “particularly
such ugly, useless ones. I’d like to
hide it .away, or take it back.”
“Now, Sadie,” began Mrs. Thomas
in sterner voice, “brace right up. You
tell Charlie it’s lovely. If you go
weeping'and scolding around him like
as not he’ll let you go without any
present your next birthday.”
“But mother—” *
“Sadie, you listen to me. Men get
over these notions soon enough. You
must expect a few white elephants in
your lifetime. Wait till Charlie’s as
old as your father. You’ll be looking
back on this birthday as the very
happiest you have ever known be
cause Charlie went off all by himself
and had a glorious time choosing your
present.”
“And it’s so—so—”
“Ugly, you mean. Yes, I know it’s
ugly,” and Mrs. Thomas’ voice trailed
into laughter. “Thank goodness. It’s
yours, dear, not mine,” and her glance
fell here and there over her wellordered living room Into which a
white elephant of any denomination
would have been a calamitous intru
sion. “Sadie, you musn't disappoint
Charlie about using it, either. Put it
in the parlor.”
“Oh, mother—this garish thing—”
“Too many wives,” decreed mother
to daughter, "put their husbands’
gifts out of sight. It’s an insult, dear.
Don’t ever do it. Show Charlie you
appreciate his thought and his gift.”
“Happy birthday,” called Daddy
Thomas, as he stomped the snow from
his feet in the back entry. “Well, I
declare,” he peered through the door
way, “looking over mother’s birthday
gifts, too, I bet. Pretty fine.”

S

“No. This is Sadie’s. Come see it,
Tom. Charlie gave it to her.”
“And you been, crying, ain’t you?”
Daddy Thomas sympathized, as he
spied Sadie’s teary eyes, “ ’cause
you’re so happy, most like.” He was
fumbling about on the top of the
piano. “Didn’t find your birthday
present, mother, did you? And I put
it here a-purpose, so as you might be
surprised while I was up street.” He
laid a small package in her hands—
neatly wrapped in white tissue paper
and tied with ribbon.
“How nice.” Mrs.’Thomas looked at
the package, then slowly began to un
tie the bowknots. She straightened
out the paper at the ends' of the
package. She unrolled it.
“What?” Sadie sat alert.
Her mother was unfolding a queer
tapestry creation from which every
now and then glinted a network of
gilt thread?. It blinked in shocking
impudence—familiarity.
Both women looked first at the ma
terial in Sadie’s lap, then at the pi?ce
in her mothers lap, then back again.
Bewildered.
“Ha,” exulted Daddy Thomas, as,he
followed each look. “You wonder how
we did it, don’t you ?”
“Tom, it’s lovely.” Mrs. Thomas pat
ted his arm.
“I knew you’d like it. Charlie and
I picked ’em out together—same piece,
same drummer, same day. We made a
bargain, too. Getting two he gave
’em to us for $9 apiece.”
“Nine dollars?” in a horrified whis
per. "Oh, Tom, that was too much.”
“We thought it was cheap,” chided
Daddy Thomas, "considering they was
for oiir wives’ birthday.”
Mrs. Thomas watched Sadie rewrap
her present, fasten the top button on
her coat, get up out of the rocker.
“Where you going to put it, moth
er?" persisted Daddy Thomas, still
intent on the cloth- of gold.
“Well,” she considered, “how would
It look on the library table? Hut it
on, Tom, while I see Sadie off."
At the door she put her arms around
her daughter and held her happy face
close to hers. "Sadie, dear,” she whis
pered, “we’ll never forget this day,
will we?"

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
DENTIST
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office hours, 8 to
5. Saturday, 8 to 12. Saturday afternoon
and evenings by appointment. Phone 141.
X-Ray Examinations.

Remove your umbrella and rubbers
from the front porch and place them
neatly in the closet. Wipe your feet
carefully on the door mat and enter
the hall. Look about carefully for
your belongings. Take your hammer
and screwdriver from the front hall
table and place them in the tool box
in the cellar. See that your walking
stick is in the closet and not in some
corner.
Next go to the desk and collect all
letters addressed to you that do not
require an answer and throw them
into the wastepaper basket. Put your
account book and check books in the
cubbyhole where they belong. Re
move your pipe from the desk and
blow into a dark corner any ashes
that may have fallen from it. Search
diligently for all burnt matches and
clear them away.
Take the book that you were read
ing and left in the chair and place it
In the book rest. Remove your fur
nace gloves from the sofa and collect
any hats, gloves, mufflers or other
articles of clothing that may be lying
about. See that your can of smoking
tobacco is not on the mantelpiece but
on the smoking table where it be
longs. Collect the travel circulars,
announcements from bond houses and
reports of corporations that you have
been meaning to read and the proxies
that you have been meaning to sign
for meetings that occurred several
months ago and consign them to the
waste basket
Now go upstairs and inspect your
quarters for soiled shirts and under
wear and socks left on the bathroom
floor or on the guest-room bed. Look
out of the window and make sure
that no hodfe, picks and other garden
ing tools or coal scuttles or brooms
have been left outside and assure
yourself that the beys are not in the
car or in your pocket, but hangingon the little nail in the hall:
When all of these things have been
attended to with care you may now
safely criticize your wife for having
left her hat and coat oil the hall
chair. That is, unless you have over
looked the pliers on the living room
floor where you were working on the
lamp cord.

Dentist

JJR. CLARKSON ADDIS

Veterinarian
Bell Rhone

T HOSAS

COLLEGEVILLE, PA

HALLMAN.

Attorney=at=Law
515 SWEDE ST.. NORRISTOWN. PA.
At my residence, next door1 to*National
tiaiik, C6llegeviile, every evening.

N. B. CO. CAKES
Orange Drop Cakes .................................... ..
f t 29c
Large Tin Graham Wafers, Honey Flavor . . . . f t 35c
Cherry M o u n d s.............................................
f t 33c

jyjAYNK R. LONG8TRETH,

Attorney-at-Law
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Fa.
Rooms 712-713.

REMEMBER YOUR HAM ORDER FOR NEXT WEEK
Swift Premium
w w
Armour Star
I I € \ " fT I C
Wilson Certified
*
All Quality Hams.
Fresh Hams— Whole or Shank Half .
. . . . f t 32c
Small Premium Hams ..........................
. . . f t 32c
Premium Ham Butts ........................
. . f t 45c

DOBERT TRUCKSESS

Attorney=at=Law
GO E. Penn Streets Norristown, Pa.; Phone
615; Residence: Fairvlew Village. Phone
Collegeville 144-r-2.
H C. SHALLCROSS

Contractor and Builder
GRATERFORP* PAAll kinds of buildings erected. Cement
work done. Estimates cheerf di|y turn
isbed.’
f|

Swift’s Premium B a c o n .......... > ........... •
f t pkg
Armour Star B a c o n ........................
■• % f t pkg
Neck End Pork C h o p s ..........................
. . . ft
Center Cuts Pork L o i n .............. ...........
. . . ft
All Pork S a u s a g e ....................................
...ft
Smoked S a u s a g e ....................................
ft

W. BROWN
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

General Contracting and Con
crete Construction
Excavating and .rigging. Estimates free

S?

Contractor and Builder
TRAPPE, PA.
Established 1895.
Phone 22R2
Office calls preferred after 6 p. m. Estimates furnished.
0%\lyr
L. HOFMASTEB

jSS

Breast of Lamb .
••••
^ 15c
Neck of Lamb . . .
___
S s .
. f t 25c
Rack of Lamb ....................................................... f t 32c

SECOND AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE,
PA. Bell Phone. All work guaranteed.
JOHN F. TYSON

Fresh Killed

SLATING AND TINROOFING
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK

Chickens

lb

EG G S- from Nearby Farms

SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, PA. Work
Guaranteed.
Estimates furnished free.
Phone 64-r-ll.
l|21|lyr.
p

25c
25c
35c
40c
39c
36c

SWEET TENDER STEER BEEF
Lean Plate M e a t ............
........................... f t l'8c
Lean Rolled Shoulder and Rolled Brisket . . . . f t 30c
Chuck R o a s t .............................................................. f t 29c
Fresh Ground Hamburg S t e a k .............. ............ f t 32c
Sweet Tender Rump S t e a k .................................... f t 48e

£LMER S. POLEY

doz

40c
33c

Clover Bloom p . .
/ f t rolls, quarters \ 4 Q _
Brookfield
D u l l c l y 0r solid square f t s /
Swift’s Silver Leaf Lard ..................... f t prints 16c

8. KOONS

SCHWENKSVILLE. PA.

Slater and Roofer
Axid dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work
Contracted at lowest prices.

Wilbur’s Pound Bar Chocolate C a n d y ......................29c
Maxwell House
Boscul or
Lord Calvert
Chase and Sanborn

fjARRY M. PRICE

Painter and Paper-hanger
College Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Es
timates and samples furnished.
Good
Work, right, prices

Coffee

^ylLLIAM M. ANDES \

Painting and Paper-hanging
TRAPPE, PA. Work guaranteed. Paper
hanging a specialty. Samples furnished
free.
2|17|ly
GEORGE F. CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE
PLUMBING AND HEATING
ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTURES
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS
FUEL OIL HEATING SYSTEMS
HARDWARE AND MILL SUPPLIES.

ft

45

The Corner Store =:= Fifth & Main Sts.
Phone 2
COLLEGEVILLE

*************************
*
*
jfe *
Clarence W. Scheuren
*
A. B. PARKER & BRO.
JOHN A. ZAHND
I
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
*
Optometrists
f *4c
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Plumbing and Heating
’k
S
Insurance
COLLEGEVILLE, PA., R. D. 1. Resi * 206 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa. aN Ijc Real Estate
4.
jf{
dence EVANSBURG, PA. Phone College- £
* ip
Auto Licenses
$
ville 255.
*
*«-*-X-»****«-****-»-3{-*********-K *
^LVIN S. BUTLER

**************************

*He

*s*************************

Plumbing, Heating and
Electric Wiring Installed
Seventeen years experience.
361 Main street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Phone: 266-R-2.
J

S. UNDERCOFFLER

General Carpentering
AND REPAIR WORK
Phone 63-R-5 COLLEGEVILLE. PA.
2|27|6m.

It is waste of time to be con
Grandma had been trying to get
stantly. changing glasses.
Junior, age nine, to acquire the habit
This can be avoided by having
of saying “yes, sir,” and “no, sir," or
both FAR and NEAR sight in
“yes, ma’am,’’ and “no, ma’am,” when
one lens.
spoken to Instead of saying “yes” and
Such glasses are called
“no.” Her efforts seemed fruitless,
however.* The answer 6f Junior
Thanksgiving day capped “the climax.
They are indispensable to the
“Junior do you have any school to
busy man or woman who needs
morrow (meaning Friday)?”
glasses for near work.
"No,” said Junior.
“ No, what?” says grandma. And to
Instead of blurring the distance
the astonishment of grandma and the
vision, they improve it. They also
hilarity of grandpa, Junior said: "No
Rest the Eyes.
school.” '
The exact fitting and adjustment
of Bifocals is particular work. It
P e rp e tu a l M otion Im possible
pays to have important things
The law of the conservation of en
done right. So those who care,
ergy, than which no law of mechanics
go to
Is more firmly established, is an abso
lute barrier to all schemes for obtain
ing by mechanical means what Is called
perpetual motion,.or a machine which
Optometrists and Opticians
will do an amount of work greater
than the equivalent of the energy,
726 CHESTNUT STREET
whether of heat, of chemical combina
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
tion, of electricity, or mechanical en
ergy,- that Is put into It. Such a re
Examination Hours
sult would be the creation of an ad
9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
ditional store of energy in the uni
Monday evenings until 9
verse, which is not possible by any hu
man agency.

B ifo c a ls

FARMER was awak
1
one night by the rejec
tion of light on the ceiling. He ran to the win
dow in time to see the-tail light of a retreating
truck and in a glance saw that his harn doors
were open.
Too late to pursue, the farmer telephoned his
neighbors and the sheriff. It was not more than
half an hour hefore the truck was halted and its
occupants captured. They had attempted to steal
thirty bushels of wheat, harness', and a variety
of farm implements.

T h e M o d e r n F a r m VSc.rre
H a s a TJEEsE I*.IS G iV

HAUSSMANN & CO.

N etv Supreme Judge

Most Popular Girl

I New Living Room
I
SUITES
Made to Order
■

Making of Slip Covers and
Shades a Specialty

| j o h n j . McDo n a l d
General Upholster
1

Marshall and Kohn Streets

j§ Rear of Woodward’s Drug Store

|

TRAPPEj PAs

Festive Peas ..........................
can 19c
Marcellus Peas............ .......................................
can 15c
Festive Wax or Green Beans ...................
can 18c
Medium Can Festive T o m a to e s ............................. can 13c
Heinz Baked B e a n s ..................... Medium Can 2 for 25c
Heinz Baked Beans ..................... Small can 3 for 25c
Van Camp’s Bean Hole B e a n s ............ :. 2 cans for 25c
Large Can Prunes ............................................................23c

ROYERSFORD. PA. Practical Dentistry
at honest prices.

Eyes for Business

No School

The Special ScC.cn
The Coupe................
$565
(6 wire when-la stardard) .......................................... $~?5
The Coach................................................. 565
The
Light Delivery Chassis...................
365
The Sport Roadster. ........................................................................555
The Sedan Delivery.................................. 595
The Sport Coupe........... . . . . . ' .......... .
655
The iy 2-Tcn Chassis............................... 520
The Club Sedan.......................
625
1y2-Ton Chassis with C ab..................... 625
Roadster Delivery (pick-up box extra). . 440
The Sedan................
675
All prices f . o . b. factory, Flint, Mich.

Phone 158=rs5

SThisPThursday,
E CFridayI and
A Saturday
LS

QR. FRANK BRANDRETH

ELWOOD

See your nearest Chev
rolet dealer today and
drive this six. Ten min
utes at the wheel will
show you what a differ
ence six cylinders mi Le.

S . B. T Y S O N

Yeagle & Poley

QR. RUSSEL B. HUNSBERGER

Things Hubby Might Do
TIN, SLATE AND SLAG ROOFING
GUTTERS AND SPOUTING
Before Reproving Wife
HEATERS AND RANGES

A subscription to The Independent
Public sales advertised in The Inde
is $1.50 well spent.
pendent always attracts bidders.

Armine Dingilian,' Armenian stu
dent at Hunter College, came to
America fronvT'irkey six years ago.
She has been voted the most popular
student and got the prize for personal
charm, broad culture and strength of
character.

III

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

I Electrical Contractors |

IF POSSESSION IS NINE POINTS OF THE LAW

•5* *J*♦f'♦*»►
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NORRISTOWN, PA.
Bell Phone 3420

Doyoulim this dittY job?
You can banish the coal shoveling, the furnace shaking, the
ash raking and all the furnace worries. At the same time,
out goes the extravagance and uncertainty of coal heat.
Bums fuel oil which means that your heating cost will be less than with coal
or gas c-r light oils.
Automatic devices completely con
trol it; requires no attention.
C o T ir ^ tjs tib j^
The right heat, where and when
you want It. Regulated by ther
mostat.
Can be installed In any type of
heating plant Without Interrupting
your heat.
Call us for a demonstration or write for complete details.

lllllllUUIllil
Hon. John J. Parker of North Caro
lina,. successor to the late Edward T.
m

0

I

•

.xi* A A
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Lloyd’s takes a chance on almost
anything, but we haven’t yet heard of
it insuring radio listeners against the
o-f ofotin ^.Miliiraillrno TAnvil01

L. S . S C H A T Z
Chestnut, S t . - - P L . i l !V I B E R * - Collegevillei Pa.

A. M. KULP RE-ELECTED
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
(Continued from page

<

RAMBLING AT RANDOM

TOWN NOTES AND COMMENT

(Continued from page 1)

BY DOBOTHY U.
(Continued from page 1)

Who is the last one to go to bed?
Do you ever forget to fix the fire,
turn off the radio or lights before re
tiring?
How often does your wife ask you
for money?
Do you think you are too liberal
or too tight? What is your wife’s
opinion on this subect?
What do you say to your wife for
trumping your ace after you get
home from a card party?
When the wife lets the fire go out
what do you say to her when you
come home and how far into the night
do you keep on chewing about it?
When you and your wife quarrel,
who can be the meanest? Who gives
in first?
Do you love your wife the same"
now e s when you were married ?
If you were a Mormon how many
wives would you keep?
If you have a dog, does he bark at
night ?
How do the neighbors like the bark
ing?
Are you annoyed by your neigh
bor's radio?
Are they annoyed by yours ?,
Do you like to hear your neigh
bors’ kids practice on their musical
instruments?
Did you ever .chase your neighbors
kids home?
Do you gossip about your neigh
bors?
Who is going to win the Perky
league pennant and why?
Do your flat tires go flat in the
rain or on clear days, when you’re
in a hurry or when you have leisure ?
Did you ever slip when stepping in
to the bath tub?
What do you say when there is
static on the radio?
Do you think Prohibition is here to
stay? ,
Do you think Hoover will be elected
for a second term?
Do you think Coolidge will ever
run for the presidency again?
If you don’t make home brew is it
because of ignorance or fear ?
Who is your favorite radio enter
tainer, and do you listen to them at
7 or H p. m.7
What section of the Sunday paper
do you look at first?
Who gets the comic section first—
you or your wife or one of the chil
dren?
What is your favorite hobby?
What is your favorite brand of
cigarettes ?
Do you buy your own cigarettes or
bum them from your friends?
Would you like to see the answers
some of your neighbors and acquaint
ances would give to the above ques
tions ?

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Walters and
in the band follows: Melophone— j
family were the guests of Mr. and
Freeland Cornish, Lillian SchonbergMrs. Clarence Ottenkirk, of Honeyer; Clarinet—George Smith, Evelyn
brook on Sunday.
Cornish, Mildred Bean, Dorothy Reiff,
Mr; and Mrs. Henry B. Hunsberger
Iona Schatz, Albert Wanner; Drum—
and family entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Emanuel Schonberger; Trumpet—Ed
Edward Overpeck and family of Silward
- Fretz, Lorraine Miller, Joseph
verdale on Sunday.
Essig, Elwaod Hunsicker, Ida DietterPauline, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ich, Charles Fort; Saxaphone—Lewis
Warren W. Walters, was tendered a
Schatz, Marie Reiff, Helen Burns;
delightful birthday surprise party by
Trombone—Morton Schonberger.
a group of her school friends on Wed
nesday evening.
MANY REPUBLICANS, FEWER
Mr. James C. Poff, of Altoona, was
the week end guest of Rev. and Mrs.
DEMOCRATS IN COUNTY
Arthur CV Ohl and family.
A total of 97,457 Republicans—an
Mrs. Susan Wanner returned home
increase of 2,180 over last year’s reg
from Deerfield, Illinois,, last week,
istration—and 18,512 Democrats in
where she had been spending the win
Montgomery county has qualified for
ter at the home of her grandson, Mr.
ballots at the Pennsylvania primary
Claude Getty, and family.
election, Tuesday, May 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Gromis and
Chief Clerk Harry S. Shainline,
daughter motored fo Philadelphia on
the Montgomery county board of cdm
Sunday with Miss Erma Folk and Mr.
missioners, has announced the totals
Charles Troop, of Reading, where
RENT A Safe Deposit Box
of the primary election enrollment, af
they visited Mr. and Mrs. Edward
DISMISS From Your MIND All WORRY
ter
more
than
two
weeks’
tabulation
Green.
and computation of the returns of the
YOU cannot conceive of anything more secure and convenient as
J
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Bowers, Mrs.
a keeping place for your securities, important papers and other
1
172 registry assessors throughout the
Elizabeth Freed and Miss Sara Leo
valuables than the burglar and fireproof vault of this bank.
|
county. In the townships of the coun
pold were the Sunday guests of Mr.
ty,
29,260
Republican
men
and
26,717
NOTHING
can
harm
them.
NOBODY
can
reach
them.
and Mrs. Earl Garis, of Silverdale.
Republican women were registered. In
THEY are absolutely SAFE.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Andes and
the boroughs, 20,996 Republican men
RENTALS Are Very Reasonable
son Richard, of Collegeville, were the
and 20,484 Republican women were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton F.
Bank
pays
4%
interest
annually on certificates of deposit if left I
enrolled. The total Republican men
one year.
Miller and family on Sunday.
listed
is
50,256
and
the
total
Repub
Dr. and Mrs. Luther Peters, of Mt.
MANUFACTURE OF FIREWORKS
lican women 47,201.
Airy, and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Gen
BANNED IN PLYMOUTH
der, of Willow Grove, were the guests
Advertise in The Independent.
The manufacture of fireworks in of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rommel on Sun
Plymouth township will be banned af day.
PUBLIC SALE OF
ter July 1. An ordinance effective on
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lownes, of
that date was passed by the members Ardmore and Mrs. David Buckwalter
Real E state!
of the Board of Commissioners Mon and son Robert, of Trooper, visited
Ladies Dresses and Coats French Dry Cleaned
"338 be s°l<i at public sale on MONDAY,
day night at the monthly meeting. Mr. and Mrs. A. Wesley Poley and
APRIL 14, 1930 on the premises fronting
on the Wm. Penn highway, near Skippack
Another ordinance prohibiting the family on Sunday.
and Pressed $1.50
Plain or Pleated
bridge. Lower Providence township, Mont
sale and discharge of fireworks in the
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel F. Gottshall
gomery county, the following real estate
belonging to the estate of Philip Stilltownship was also passed at the meet and family were the guests of Mr.
Men’s Suits and Top Coats French Dry Cleaned
wagon deceased: A Farm containing 21
ing. This ordinance is effective at and Mrs. John Ziegler and family, of
acres, more or less. The improvements are
and Pressed $1.50
(Including minor repairs)
a 2i story stone house, with 9 rooms, and
once. Two fireworks plants are loca. Limerick, on Sunday.
attic over all; barn, stone stable high
ted in Plymouth township. One is at
We
Call
and
Deliver.
We
Clean
Anything.
Phone 125-R-3
Mr. and Mrs. Reaser Felton enter
with two barn floors, two granaries, and
large cistern under driveway to barn floor,
Belvoir avenue -and Gallagher road. tained Mr. and Mrs. Van B. Smith,
stabling for & horses and nine cows, over
There are approximately 15' buildings of Brookline; Mrs. R. Shellenberger
shoot; wagon, chicken and hog buildings.
A lasting spring of pure water 300 feet
of various sizes at this plant. The and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shellenberg
from house. The plot of ground is almost
second place is near Fairchild road, er and daughter, of Ppttstown, on
square, with frontage on aforesaid high
way and west side fronting on read lead
less than two squares below the east Sunday.
ing to Germantown pike. These frontage
borough line of Norristown. There
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Smith and
sides are suitable for building lots. Land JJEPORT OF THE CONDITION
slightly rolling. Trolley tracks on oppo
are two large buildings and several family, of Mont Clare, spent Sunday
site side of highway. This property, lo
Of the Collegeville National Bank, at
smaller ones at this plant. They can at the home of Mr, and Mrs. M. N.
cated within six miles of Norristown,
Collegeville, in the State of Pennsylvania,
A Charming Place to Eat:
very desirable for a garage or service at the close of business on March 27, 1930.
be seen from the Ridge pike. The Allebach.
station and will positively be sold for the
ordinances as passed were so worded
Mrs. Annie Hefelfinger spent the
RESOURCES
high dollar without reserve. Conditions:
Down money—10 per cent cash of purchase Loans and discounts ............... $574,335.18
that the owners of the plants' might week end with her -sister Mrs. Yerk
price on day of sale. Balance on settle Overdrafts ......... .......... '.............
THE COMMERCIAL HOUSE
4.8I
be given an opportunity to dispose of and other relatives at Royersford.
ment as per agreement to be signed at United States Government secur
time of sale. Sale at 2.30 p. m.
their stock of finished and raw ma
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gottshall and
ities owned ...................7 ___ 133,298.05
Collegeville, Pa.
R. NEWTON WANNER,
Other bonds, stocks, and securities
terials.
family, of Royersford, visited Mr. and
Attorney-in-Fact,
Opposite Railroad Station
owned
..........
376,455.57
Wayne Pearson auct.
The ordinances passed unanimously, Mrs. Samuel F. Gottshall and family
Banking house, $48,200.00; Fur
No smoking; no sutlers.
Open Day and Night
niture and fixtures, $9,000.00 67,2(10.00
the members feeling the presence of bn Monday.
Reserve with Federal Reserve
Mr. Raymond Benner, of Royers
the factories offered a menace to the
Bank ........................................... 42,159.82
DUBLIC SALE OF
Cash and due from b a n k s......... 62,776.71
community, in view of the widespread ford, visited a t the home of Warren
Delicious home cooked things—
Outside checks and other cash items 47.83
damage caused at Devon last Thurs W. Walters on Monday.
Redemption Fund ' with U. S.
Automobile
Sure
you’ll enjoy a meal there.
Treasurer and due from U. S.
day, when the Pennsylvania Fire
Augustus Lutheran Church
UNDER LIEN LAW
Treasurer ................................... 2,500.00
works Company plant was destroyed.
Notice is hereby given that a certain
The spirit of triumph will dominate
Total ...................................... $1,248,777.97
So meet your friends at the
Rickenbacker Touring, Manufacturer’s
the Palm Sunday service in its semi
LIABILITIES
number
7332, Certificate of Title number
PERKY
LEAGUE
MEETING
FARMER AND SON SHOT
.............
$100,000.00
Capital
stock
paid
In
festival character. The service at
J- 610083, owned by Domenick Bocelli,
Commercial House for an*
(Continued from page 1)
1329 Chase Street, Camden, New Jersey, Surplus ....... ................. -............. 125,000.00
BY CHICKEN THIEVES 10.15 o'clock will open with the organ
will be sold at the Eagleville Service Undivided profits—net ............. 36,618.42
Circulating notes outstanding
49,100.00
Howard A. Freigh, 54, and his son solos—“Paques Fleuries”—Mailly and ways meet a t Graterford. Instead Garage at Eagleville, Pa., on THURSDAY Due
Ursinus Special Dinner
to banks, including certified
APRIL 10, 193.0, at 12.45 p. - m. under
Benjamin Freigh, 24, of North Cov “Grande Triumphal Marche”—Gou representatives \yill travel around the the
and
cashier’s
checks
outstanding
614.93
lien on the same as authorized by
entry township, Chester county, were nod, arranged by Eddy. This will be circuit in alphabetical order. The next the Act of Assembly in such case made Demand deposits ........................ 301,151.55
Time deposits ............
611,293.07
shot and seriously wounded by chick followed by the processional—The regular meeting will be held at Col and provided..
Bills payable and rediscounts___ 25,000.00
CLARENCE W. SHEUREN,
en thieves, one night the latter part Palms; the Service—“BenedictuS”— legeville on May 6. All special meet
322 Main street, Collegeville Penna.
Total ..................................... $1,248,777.97
of last week. The father is suffering Gounod by girls’ chorus, Victoria ings will be held at Schwenksville, in
M. R. KURTZ SONS
State of Pennsylvania, County of Mont
cluding
a
special
meeting
to
be
held
from buckshot wounds in the face and Moilier, soloist; anthem—“Ride On in
FOB SALE—-500 Barred Rock pullets, gomery, S3.
Fish, Oysters, Clams
I, W. D. Rennlnger, Cashier of the above
neck while Benjamin has' a broken Majesty”—Baines; rite of confirma April 25 when the respective man blood-tested Also 500 milk-fed cockerels, named
bank, do solemnly swear that the
Sea Food Specialties. Bell Fhones
five Simplex oil brooders. WILLIAM
shoulder and wounds in the face. The tion and baptism; recessional, The agers will submit their players lists. and
655-556. Special Attention to
M. LA ROSE, Park avenue, Collegeville. above statement is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief. *
East Greenville was admitted to Phone 242.
Telephone Orders.
4|10|4t
shooting followed a chase by Freigh, Coronation Hymn; closing with the
W.
D.
RENNINGER,
Cashier.
Suburban Delivery
his son, and a neighbor George Schum Organ Postlude In G—Whitney. With the league and their $50.00 franchise
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
FARMERS’ MARKET.
FOB SALE—Bronze turkey hatching 1st day of April, A. D., 1930.
of three men in an automobile whom its majestic dignity Palm Sunday money “lifted.” The team will play eggs.
Apply to H. BEATTIE, Evansburg
Marshall X DeKalb S ts,
F. W. SCHEUREN,
they believed to be the trio that has grips the heart of the church and pre under the name of the Triple Boro road and
| f Ridge
" pike. ' '
■ 4|10|lt
Notary Public.
NORRISTOWN, PA
My commission expires March 6, 1931.
been preying on the chickens of farm pares the worshippers for the deep Legionnaires and will be backed by
SEED POTATOES for sale—H. BEAT Correct—Attest: A. D. FETTEROLF
ers in that vicinity. Finding them study and meditation of Holy Week, the American Legion Post of East TIE,
Evansburg road and Ridge pike.
I. T. HALDEMAN,
selves cornered after the lengthy when services will be held on Tuesday, Greenville, Pennsburg and Red Hill.
FRANK W; GRISTOCK, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .* * * * * * * * *
A fter considerable discussion the
chase over the dirt and concrete Wednesday, Thursday and Good’F ri
FOB SALE—Seed potatoes; certified and
*
Directors.
1
roads of Coventry township the three day at 8 o’clock p. m. The Passion Triple Boro team was granted the use select Cobblers, Spaulding Rose, Early
*
red blues, Green Mountain and other va
Watch
and
Clock
of
players
residing
outside
of
Mont
suspected chicken thieves opened fire History will be interpreted by sermon
*
rieties at lower prices. I. P. WILLIAMS,
JOIN NOW—Montgomery County Fair
*
4|3|2t
on their pursuers after turning into and hymns, and will aid in leading the gomery county who were on the team Areola, Pa.
Association Booster’s Club. Membership
1
Repairing
entitles you to all season’s events worth
Catfish Lane. Freigh and Schrum re mind of the worshippers into the sa roster not earlier than 1928. The other
*
FOB SALE—The Collegeville Fire Co $6.50. All for $2.50—Season opens May 30.
1
turned the fire with their shotguns cred scenes of Christ's life where teams will be governed by the same offers
for sale lot on corner of Third ave. Write to MONTGOMERY COUNTY FAIR
1
*
but the suspects armed with two their hearts are attuned to the divine ruling as last year as to limit of and Main street. Sealed bids for same ASS’N, Hatfield, Penna., for details or see
I. F. HATFIELD
3|27|7t
will be received until SATURDAY, APRIL any director.
player area—no players residing out 26,
rifles and a shotgun forced them to beating of his own.
1930. Blue prints for tract may be had
8 Glenwood Avenue,
The Pastor’s Aid Society will meet side of Montgomery county will be on application. Trustees reserve right to
give up the chase.
ANNUAL MEETING—The annual meet
accept or reject any bids. Mail bids to
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
Later—Four Lansdale men are be on Saturday, April 12, at 2 o’clock. eligible" except those who already TRUSTEES'OF
COLLEGEVILLE FIRE ing of the members of the Perkiomen Val
ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of *****************49#*4I*«4f.#4f.
|
ing held jby State troopers for the at The mission study topic “World Mis played in the circuit before the county CO.. Collegeville, Pa.
Montgomery County, for the purpose of
tempted robbery of Freigh’s chicken sions and the Race Problem” will be clause was passed.
electing thirteen managers, will be held at
FOB SALE—Norway Spruce, Colorado Perkiomen Bridge hotel, Collegeville, on
East. Greenville was granted per
house. They are alleged to have at conducted by Miss Helen M. Shuler.
Spruce, Arbovitae—Amercian, pyramid MONDAY, MAY, 5 1930, at 1 o’clock p, m
mission
to
charge
50
cents
admission
tempted entry to a chicken house on
and woodward; Junipers, low spreading
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary,
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
to their grandstand instead of the varieties. Also a quantity of Japanese
the Freigh property early Saturday
barberry
both
green
and
red
varieties.
Confirmation and baptismal service usual 25 cent league donation.
Purity
Courtesy
Service
morning, as Freigh, his son Benjamin
Scotch pine and magnolias. Good sized,
BABY CHICK INSURANCE—Fnll-0
Over 30 baseball enthusiasts were strong, healthy plants, at very reasonable Pep chick starter is a balanced feed using
24, and George Schrun were on guard Palm Sunday at 19 a. m. A class of
Call evenings or Saturday after oatmeal as a base. Pratts Starter is a
in an adjoining house. Realizing they seven young people will be confirmed. there and took part in the discussions. prices..
noon. M. T. TYSON, Graterford, above buttermilk feed now processed for potency
3|26|6t
were watched, the intruders fled in a Infant baptism. Anthem—“Hymn of All the teams were represented, Col R. R. station.
in sun—Vitamin D. Chicks properly fed
on these feeds are bound to grow fast and
motor car, with the farmers follow the Seraphim,” by the choir. Address legeville, Graterford, East Greenville,
sturdy,
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.
—“Consecrating
the
Life”,
by
the
Oaks, Trooper and Schwenksville.
ing in another car.
ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Daniel S.
Pure, and Rich in Butterfat
pastor.
‘
Gurtler, late of Lower Providence town
Chas. Smedley Sr. and Geo. Walt rep ship,
Montgomery county, deceased.
St. Luke’s choir will render the can resented Collegeville.
Letters testamentary on the above es
DEATH OF G. A. R. VETERAN
tata—“The Life Everlasting” by Pe
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A. M. Kulp, of Hatfield, superin
tendent of county schools, was reelec
ted to th at position for another term
_of four years a t the semi-annual meet
ing of the county school directors held
Tuesday at City Hall, Norristown.
Kulp’s re-election was unanimous
and carried with it a $1000 annual in
crease in salary. The vote to increase
the superintendent’s salary from
$5500 to $6500 also was unanimous.
More than 200 directors represent
ing every fourth class school district
in the county were present at the
meeting.
It was also voted unanimously to
grant a $500 increase ifi salary to the
three assistant county superintend
ents. They are: W. A. Gensler, of
Collegeville; W. Wesley Detwiler, of
14 North Schuylkill avenue, Norris
town, and Miss Abby Wager, 609
Haws avenue, Norristown. The $500
increase brings the assistants’ salaries
to $3500 per year.
Following the election of the super
intendent, the gathering was address
ed by Dr. Paul Mort, of Columbia
University, New York. Dr. Mort talk
ed on “Modern Education.” He urged
the directors to see that the modern
methods of education are taught in
the schools and that the 1898 type of
teaching is dispensed with.

Collegeville National Bank

NEW

LOW

PRICES

Collegeville Cleaners and Dyers

FREE PARKING
As a personal service to our custom ers, we have
arranged free, unlimited parking at Model Garage,
124 King St. Customers are invited to take ad=
vantage.

|

FOR BOTH SIDES
of

FORTY YEARS

$30

For the young man who is climbing up the business
ladder— for the mature man who has reached the top
— here are Clothes of style correctness and style Iead=
ership. Particularly is this Easter selling evident in a
specially selected group of Suits and Knit=Tex topcoats
featured at a value of $30
OTHERS $19.50 to $47.50

W orsted-Tex Famous Suits $40
I M

lC llM

l 1

FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS
P0TTST0WN, PA.

im nri)

“USED” Cars For Sale
1928 FORD SPORT COUPE
1928 CHEVROLET ROADSTER
1927 FORD ROADSTER
1926 BUICK COUPE
1926 FORD COUPE
1925 OLDSMOBILE COACH
1926 CHEVROLET SEDAN
1923 DODGE SEDAN
1924 FORD ROADSTER
1924 FORD 1-TON TRUCK
(With Pickup Body)
(New Stake Body and Cab)
Above Cars and Trucks are in good condition and will be sold
at Reasonable Prices.
FORDSON TRACTOR

(Good Condition)

Perkiomen Bridge Motor *Co.
Telephone: Collegeville 90

COLLEGEVILLE, PENNA.

G. H. CL6 MM6 R
JEWELER — CURREN ARCADE

Pasteurized Milk

ENGAGEMENT
DIAMONDS

A QUESTION
YOU

Offering you outstanding
advantages of Beauty, Qual
ity and Selection.

JEWELRY

WATCHES

CLOCKS

SILVER

WINKLER DRUGS

The NEW

Anything

Everything

Prescriptions

Roosevelt
ooseve/f~
th e

IS

HERE

S tan d ard S ed an =$1145.00 Delivered
Fully Equipped

A Revelation in Power, Speed and driving comfort.
Phone Collegeville 145 for your demonstration.
Power— Skippack Hill at any speed from 3 to 50
actual miles per hour.
Speed— 72 actual miles per hour.
The easiest riding and handling car under $2000.

WINKLER=== DRUGS

J. L. Bechtel & Son, Inc.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Open All Night—SERVICE whenever you need it.

